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FOREWORD
The work described herein was performed at the Aerojet Liquid Rocket
Company (ALRC) under Contract NAS 3-21940 with Mr. Dean D. Scheer of the
NASA/Lewis Research Center serving as the Project Manager. The ALRC Program
Manager was Mr. Larry B, Bassham, and the Project Engineer was Mr. Joseph A.
Mel lish.
The study involved parametric, conceptual, and preliminary design anal-
yses to provide engine system data and descriptions necessary for low-thrust
cargo orbit-transfer vehicle (COTV) studies and to identify technology needs
in the propulsion area.
The technical period of performance for this study was from 20 July
1979 to 12 December 1980.
The author wishes to acknowledge the efforts cf the following ALRC
Engineering personnel _ho contributed significantly to the study program and
to this report:
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SECTION I
SUMMARY
A. STUDY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
The major objectives of this Low-Thrust Chemical Rocket Engine Study
were to provide parametric data and preliminary designs on liquid rocket
engines for low-thrust cargo orbit-transfer-vehicles (COTV) and to identify
those ite_nswhere technology is required to enhance the designs.
Specific study objectives were:
° Provide fundamental propellant property, combustion property, and
performance data for 02/H2, 02/RP-I, and 02/CH4 engine
concepts.
° Establish the combined thrust level and chamber pressure range
over which conventional film-cooled and regeneratively cooled
low-thrust chamber designs are feasible.
° Identify potential operating conditions by cunsidering advanced
cooling schemes.
° Devise engine system concepts for the low-thrust application.
° Generate parametric performance, weight, and envelope data for
viab|e concepts based upon historical data and conceptual evalua-
tions.
° Select a concept and design point for preliminary design.
Prepare a preliminary design of the selected engine concept.
° Update the parametric data and provide these data in a format
suitable for use by COTV vehicle system contractors.
To acc_nplish the program objectives, two major engine design drivers
were evaluated in the study: (i) cooling and (2) engine cycle. The propel-
]ant combinations, coolants, cooling methods, and parametric ranges investi-
gated are sununarizedin Table I. Pressure-fed and pump-fed engine categories
were investigated for this engine application. Parametric weight, envelope,
and performance data are provided for various cycle options within each engine
category. The cycle options evaluated include conventional pressure-fed,
parallel accumulator, expander, turboalternator, auxiliary power source, and
pump-filled feed tank concepts.
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I, Summary (cont.)
D. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
I. RegenerativeCooling Analysis Results
T_e study showed that cooling with kerosene, RP-I, was not feas-
ible over the entire thrust and chamber pressure ranges using conventionalde-
sign practiceand criteria. The thermal data showed that the RP-1 bulk tem-
perature exceededthe coking temperaturelimit of 1010°R. Therefore,design
features to minimize the entha!py rise of the coolant were investigated. A
graphite thermal liner, short chamber lengths, and purified RP-I were assumed
to obtain the results shown in Figure 1. With these features,RP-I was found
to be a feasible coolant over combined thrust and chamber pressure ranges of
1100 _,(250 IbF) and 1.36 atm (20 psia) to 13345 N (3000 lbF) and 47.6 atm
(700 psia). These results were obtained assuming no benefit from carbon de-
position. It was not considered prudent to base the design studies on the
dependence of a cdrbon layer formationbecause of uncertaintiesin the
experimentaldata base.
F1ethdne,CH4, provided a larger feasible cooling regime, as
shown in Figure I. The coo]ing limit shown on the figure was obtained for
advanced designs using a thermal liner and short chamber lengths. Without
advanced features,the minimum thrust level that is feasible to cool at 68
arm (1000 psia) chamber pressL'rewas determined to be 7120 N (1600 IbF).
Hydrogen, H2, provided the largest coo]ing operating map, as
shown In Figure I. Thermal liners are not required or desired with this cool-
ant. The limit shown in the figure is for an advanced short chan_ber;however,
even for longer chamber lengths,ar englne with a thrust level as low as
4448 N (1000 IbF) was found to be feasible to cool at 68 at, (1000 psia).
G_sed upop the coolant investigations,the fo]lowing re-
generativelycooled systems were evaluated in the system concept studies:
Propel Iant Regen Cooi i ng(.ombi nation Coo1ant Schenwe
02/RP-I RP-I Advanced
02/H2 II2 Conventlena1
and advanced
()2/CI14 CII4 Conventlona]
and advanced
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\I, B, Results and Conclusions (cont.)
2. Film Cooling Analysis Results
Th_ results of film cooling studies to establish the upper chamber
pressure limit, based on a 10% performance degradation, are shown i_ Figure 2
for the three fuels. The performance degradation is based upon a comparison
with the performance of an englnc requiring n film cooling. Hydrogen and
RP-I provide small film cooling feasible regimes. Film cooling with methane
: was not found to be feasible unless it was assumed that the CH4 decomposes.
Since an analysis of the kinetics of CH4 decomposition was beyond the scope
of this study effort, CH4 film cooling was drorped from the study. The RP-I
film cooling regime was deemed to be too small to be feasible; consequently
only the 02/H2, H2 film-cooled engines were carried into the concept
eval u_tions.
3. Concept EvaluationResults
Various propulsionsystem _oncepts were screened to identifythose
most pranis,_:u;or the COTV. The basic engine system concepts evaluatedare
shown in Figure 3. Engine performance,weight and envelope parametricdata,
and systemweight differenceswere establishedto aid in this screening pro-
cess.
As shown by Figure 3, two pressure-fedconcepts (i.e., conver,-
tional pressure-fedand parallel accumdlator)and four basic pump-fedcon-
cepts were evaluated. A mixed expander/turboalternatorcycIP was also
included in tile02/H2 engine investigations. This cycle has the fuel pump
and alternatordriven in the expander mode whereas the oxidizer pump is driven
by an electricmotor.
Based upon the coolant evaluationsand system considerations,the
concepts consideredto be applicable for each candidate system and coolant are
showp .,bFigure 4. More options are available,;ith02/H2 regeneratively
cooled en,j_nes.
The ranking of the system concepts in the order of increasing
weight is listed below:
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I, B, Results and Concluslons (cont.)
Additional
Concept Weight Driver
i. Expander Cycle
2. Mi×ed Expander/Turbo- ElectricalComponents
alternatorCycle
3. TurboalternatorCycle ElectricalComponents
4. A'Jxili,_ryPower Sorrce Fuel Cells
5. Pump-FilledFeed Tanks Accumulators
6. Parallel Accum.,lator Accumulatorsand
Pressurization
7. ConventionalPressure- Large Tanks and
Fed Pressurization
lhe results of the concept comparisons showed that film-cooled
engine perfon_ance is too low. There is a 10% performance loss when compareJ
to a regenerativelycooled engine at only _derate (i.e., 6.8 atm (100 psia_
[o 13.6 atm (200 psia)) operating chamber pressures. Film-cooledsystems are
also only appl_cablewith the heavier-weightsystem options.
RP-I systm_s are also only applicablewith the heavier system con-
cepts because heated RP-I is not a good turbine drive fluid.
Methane regenerativelycooled pressure-fedsystm_isare not practi-
cal because feasiblecooling system designs could have only been obtainec if
the coolant pressure had been maintained above the critical pressure of CII4;
45.4 atm (bb7 psia). This makes the propellanttanks and pressurizationsys-
tem ioo heavy.
Hydrogen regener,_tivelycooled engines have the highest perfon_-
ance, de,_nstratlngapprox_ately a 120-sec advantage over RP-I and a 95-se_.
increase in c_parison to CH4. Pump-fed, regenerativelycooled engines are
also the lightest weighl system options.
As a result of these concept evaluations,a pump-fed, regenera-
tively cooled, mixed expander/turboalternator02/H2 engine was selected
for prellminarydeslgn.
1981012593-018
I, B, Results and Conclusions (cont.)
4. Preliminary Design Results
The engine design point and system schematic selected for prelimi-
nary design is shown In figure 5. I
The engine cycle selected is a mixed expander and turboalternator
cycle. The expander/turboalternator concept incorporates some of the best
features of the expander and turboalternator cycles. The hydrogen turbopump
is driven in the expander mode, and the oxidizer turbopump is drlven in the
turboalternator nw_de. This eliminates a large electric motor and reduces the
_ize ot the alternator conventionally used for a turboalternator cycle. The
lower horsepower oxygen pump is driven by an electric motor. The advantage
'_er an expander cycle is the elimination of a hot-gas bipropellant seal, with
only a mlnor weight penalty for the alternator and electric motor.
[he desicn point thrust ar_Jchamber pressure were selected on the
basis of the thenT_al and power balance results obtained as well as the vehi-
cle study inputs provlded by NASA/LeRC. It is on the low side of the systt_ll
study recLmmw_ndat]ons but provides a reasonable base point for techr,ology
Identification.
To meet the engine pressure schedule requirements, hydrogen is
pumped to a pressure of approximately 62.6 atm (920 psia) for delivery to the
thrust chamber, lhe hydrogen enters the thrust chamber coolant jacket at an
are, ratlo of 23:1 and flows iorward through a slotted copper chamber to the
iruector heade_;d. I19hty percent of the hydrogen flow _s used to drlve the
LH/ TPA turblne and alternator assenl)]y. The remaining heated hydrogen by-
pas_es the turbine assembly and provides the cycle power balance margin and
thrust control.
lhe oxygen is punlpl_J to a pressure of approximately 43.5 atrll (040
l,sla) Jnd is del]w, red to the thrust chdmber injector in the liquid state to
be mixed and burned with the gaseous hydrogen.
The no:zle extenslon is radlation-cooled fr_n an area ratio of
L?3:I to the exit (, = 400:I). FS-85 colunfoium with a silicide coating has
been tenatively selected as the nozzle extension material because of its high
temperature capabi] i ty.
lhe engine prellmlnary design and resulting characteristics are
sunmlarized in Figure O. Paran_tric welght, envelope, and perfon1_ance data
are shown as a functlon of nuzzle area ratio in Figure 7 for the baseline
engl lle concept.
I0
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I, B, Results and Conclusions (cont.)
5. Technology Items
[ngine component technology programs should be undertakento
reduce the development risk, verify performance,and confirm the power balance
of the low-thrustengine. The major technology areas are depicted in Figure
8. Specific items requiringtechnology are summarizedbelow:
Demonstratethe performanceof high-speed,high-head rise,
low-flow multistage,centrifugal pumps.
° Experimentallyverify the performanceof small, low-flow,
partial-admissiongas turbines.
° Experimentallyevaluate the chamber coolant stability, verify
the thermal predictions,and investigatethermallyenhanced
high heat flux chambers.
i'
o Demonstratehigh altitude ignition and restart.
° Optimize the engine thrust and mixture ratio control system.
o Experimentallyverify high area ratio nozzle performance. {
14
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SECTION II
INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND
A number of studies have forecast the need for large space _tructures
such as microwave antennas and reflectors in geosynchronousequatorialorbit
(GEO). These structureswould be launched to low earth orbit (LEO) in a
stowed condition by using the Space Shuttle and would subsequentlybe trans-
ferred to GEO by way of a high-energy space propulsion system. There ere two
options available for placement o; these types of payloads in GEO. In the
first option, the LEO-to-GEOtransfer would be accomplishedwith the payload
in the stowed condition, followed by manned or automated deployment and
assembly in GEO. Either high or low thrust could be used for the transfer.
In the secend option, manned or automated deployment and assembly would be
carried out in LEO, followed by a LEO-to-GEO transfer with the payload in the
assembled condition. Here, low thrust would be required in order to preclude
high inertia loading which would cause damage to the assembled payload.
Since the early 1970's, NASA and DoD have sponsored a number of studies
which _xamined both vehicles and engine systems suitable for the high-thrust
option noted above. Considerableeffort hus also been conducted on very low-
thrust solar-e_ectricpropulsionsystems which have applicationfor missions
in which extended LEO-to-GEO transfer times are acceptable. Chemical engine
systems suitable for the low-thrustoption have not received in-depth atten-
tion. It was the purpose of this work to provide the data necessary for
orbit-transfer-vehiclestuu,_ utilizing _ow-thrust chemical propulsion.
B. ENGINE REQUIREMENTS
Engine requirementsfor the candidate low-thrustCOTV engines used in
this study are summarized in Table II.
The engine is planned to be used on a low-thrust orbit transfer vehicle
and is expendable. To perform the mission, four perigee burns and one apogee
burn were baselined for this study. The accbmulated run time for these burns
is shown as a function of thrust in Figure 9.
To conduct this study, currently achievablecomponent performance
levels and currently availablematerials were assume_.
C. STUDY APPROACH
. The study effort was divided into four technical tasks plus a reporting
task. In Task I, properties and/or theoreticalperformance of the subject
propellantsand propellantcombinations over the low-thrust range of interest
17
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TABLE II. - CANDIDATE LOW-THRUST ENGINE STUDY REQUIREMENTS
° Thrust, N (LB) 445 to 13345 (100 to 3000)
o Propellants:
Oxidizer Oxygen, 02
Candidate Fuels Hydrogen, H2
Methane, CH4
Kerosene, RP-1
° Engine Mixture Ratio: 02/H2 02/CH4 02/RP-I
6.0 3.7 3.0
° Propellant Inlet Temperatures,°K (°R):
02 H2 CH4 RP-I
90.4 (162.7) 21 (37.8) 112 (201) 298 (537)
° NPSH at Pump Inlet, M (FT)
02 H2 CH4 RP-I
0.61 (2) 4.57 (15) 1.68 (5.5) 13.7 (45)
'_ Service Life: Five Thermal Cycles Times a Safety Factor of 4 and
an Accumulated Run Time Per Figure 9.
° Gimbal Angle: t7° Square Pattern
" Englne Nozzle: go° ContouredBell
° Mission: ExpendableLow-ThrustOrbit Transfer
Meet Orbiter Safety and EnvironmentalCriteria
18
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II, C, _tudy Approach (cont.)
were determined. Task II involved analyses to establishthe combined thrust
level and chamber pressure range over which conventionalfilm-cooledand
; regenerativelycooled low-thrustchamber designs are feasible. In Task Ill,
eh,_inesystem conceptswere devised and evaluated over the thrust chamber film
and regenerativecooiing feasibilityrange to establish feasible design ranges
if different from the cooling results. In addition,the effect of advance-
; ments in cooling technologyupon the feasible design range was assessed as
part of Task Ill. Two sets of parametricdata were generatedfor the viable
concepts.One set was based upon conventional(i.e., film and regenerative)
cooling results;the other upon the advanced cooling predictions.These data
were used to assist in the selectionof a concept and design point for pre-
liminarydesign. In Task IV, preliminarydesign was accomplishedon the most
attractiveconcept whereuponthe parametricdata for the selectedconcept were
updated to reflect all study results.
I-
I:
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SECTION III
PROPELLANTPROPERTIESAND PERFORMANCE
A. OBJECTIVES /
The objectives of this task were to provide propellantand combustion
gas propertydata and theoretical performancedata for the propellantsand
propellantcombinationsunder considerationin this study. These are listed
in Table Ill.
B. DATA SUMMARY
The primary sources for the physical and thermal propertydata for the
various propellantsconsidered in this study are listed below:
° Oxygen - References I, 2, 3, 4
° Hydrogen - Reference 5
° RP-1 - References6, 7
° Methane - References8, 9, 10,11
The propellantp:.opertiesdata summary is presented in Tab,e IV.
The thermodynamicand transport property data for the combustionpro-
ducts were obtained from the One-DimensionalEquilibrium (ODE) Computer Pro-
gram with Transport Properties (TRAN 72), described in Reference 12. This
computer programwas obtained from NASA/LeRC and includesODE and frozeFispe-
cific impulse and characteristicvelocity data in addition to the extensive
con_ustion gas transport property output. The thermodynamicand transport
property data were tabulated over the mixture ratio and chamber pressure
ranges shown in Table Ill and presented in Reference 13. This referencecon-
tains data on the following parameters:
Characteristicexhaust velocity
Combustiontemperature (gas stagnationtemperature)
Molecular weig._,L
Thermal conductivity
Ratio of specific heats, equilibrium
Ratio of specific heats, frozen
Dynamic viscosity
Specific heat at constant pressure, equilibrium
Specific heat at constant pressure, frozen
Dittus-Bolelterfactor
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TABLE III. - PROPELLANTSAND PARAMETRICRANGES
" Propellants- 02, H2, RP-I, CH4
Propellant Combinations
02/H 2, 02/RP-I, 02/CH4
" ParametricRanges
Chamber Pressure: 1.36 to 68 atm (z' to 1000 psia) _
Area Ratio: I to 1000
Mixture Ratio:
02/H2: 4 to 7
02/RP.-I: 2.6 to 3.2
I'
02/CH4:_ 3.4 to 4.0
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TABLE IV. - PROPELLANT PROPERTIESDATA SUMMARY
Oxygen Hydrogen RP-1 Methane
Fomula 02 H2 _CH )12,37 CH4
Molecular Weight 31.9988 2.01594 173.5151 16.043
Fr_ezln9 Point. "K 54.372 13.835 224.8 90.68 _
(°F) -361.818) (-434,767) (-5_) (-296.4)
Botling Point. _K 90.188 20.268 _492.6 111,64
(°r) (-297.3461 (-423.187) (-427) (-Z58.7)
CrltIcal lemperature. "K 154,581 32.976 679 190.H
(°F) -1BI.433) (-400.313) (763) (-I16.7)
Critical Pressure, MIW/m? 5.043 1.2928 2.344 4.60
(psia) 731.4) (187.SI) (340) (667)
Denslty. llquld
at 29_ I_'_K.kq/m3 1140.Ba 70.78a _00 422.6a
(at 77"_. lb'ft3) (71.2,1) (4.410) (49.94) (26.38)
Heat Capac1',),l_quld
at Z,I,R.15"K,J/q-"K) 1.696a 9.bqOa 1.9B 3.50a
(at 7,"_, i_tu/Ib-'r) (.,I05) (2.316) (.474) (0.835)
VI_.co_It) I _u_d
at ,'gt_.lS"k,_:_-',ec'm2) .1958a .0132a 1.53 0.1155a
(at 7;"F, Ibm/it-set-) I.,I16xi0-41 (.B87x10-5) (1.04_1U "*t) (7.76xlq--)
Ther,lal(on,I_J_t1_ty. Ilq, 5aat 2')_.1'_"k.l_,',,_-"k .151 .OgSqa .137 .193a
{at 71"F. Btu/ft-_ec-'F1_? 43._xI0"5) (1.SE1_)x10-5} (2.2xI05) {310x I0 51
Heat ot For,,_atlon,11quld J
at Z';_,I IN"K. k(al/n_l -3,0q,la -2.134a -6.2b -21.37a
(at ?;'I. Btu,,'Ibl j(-174.0) (-1905) (-7Q6) (-2400)
aAt NBP ,
bkcal/mole CH2 Unlt
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Ill, B, Data Summary (cont.)
Main chamber theoretical performancedata were also generatedwith the
previouslyreferencedTRAN 72 Computer Program. The ODE perfomance portion
of the program is equiva;ent to the JANNAF One-DimensionalEquilibriumPro-
gram. The ODE vacuum,specific impulse was calculatedover the same chamber
pressure and mixture ratio ranges as the combustion gas property data. Per-
formance was obtainedfor expansion area ratios rar_gingfrom 1:1 to 1000:1.
Fhe data were plotted for four chamber pressures at 1.36, 6.8, 34.0, and 68.0
atm (20,100,500 and 1000 psia). A sun_.aryof these data, also presented in
Reference13, is given in Table V.
24
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TABLE V. - THEORETICAL ODE SPECIFIC IMPULSE DATA SUI_IARY
NOZZLEAREA RATIO = 400
! CHAMBER ODE
PROPELLANT MIXTURE PRESSURE Isv,SECCOMBINATION RATIO ATM (PSIA)
02/H2 6.0 1.36 (20) 482.0
02/CH4 3.7 1.36 (20) 396.0
02/RP-1 3.0 1.36 (20) 385.0
02/H2 6.u 68.0 (1000) 485.0
_ ,r,,4 3.7 68.0 (1000) 404.0
02/RP-I 3.0 68.0 (1000) 393.5
25
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SECTION IV
THRUST CHAMBER COOLING ANALYSIS
A. OBJECTIVESAND GUIDELINES
The primary objectives of this task were as follows:
° Determine the combined thrust level and chamber pressure range
over which low-thrustchamber designs are feasible using conven-
tional cooli_q methods and design criteria.
° Evaluate advancedcooling concepts and schemes to extend the
feasible operating regimes.
° Provide heat transfer and hydraulic parametricdata for use in
engine system analysis and preliminarydesign efforts.
It should be noted that the engines considered in this study were
either regenerativelycooled or film cooled. Combined regen/film cooling,
transpirationcooling,or trans-regencooling were not considered in this
study.
The guidelinesused to conduct the analysis and the criteria used to
establishthe maximum and minimum chamber pressure levels are shown in Tables
Vl and Vll respectively. Except where noted, these study guidelinesand cri-
teria were specified by NASA/LeRC in the contract statement of work. They
were used primarilyto assess the capability of each coolant through applica-
tion of conventionalcooling methods and design criteria. Advanced cooling
scheme evaluationsincluded the following assessments:1) the effect of the
carbon depositionassumptionupon the results; 2) the use of a purified RP-1
that is similar to JP-5; 3) the use of thermal barriers with 02/RP-I and
02/CH4 systems; 4) oxygen cooling; and 5) a relaxationof the channel
dimensionallimit criteria.
Other guidelineswere establishedduring the performanceof the study.
These included I) material recommendations;2) radiation-coolednozzle attdch-
ment area ratio criteria; 3) flow stability criteria;and 4) thrust chamber
geometrydefinitions. These are discussed briefly herein.
The materials of constructionthat were selected by ALRC and the temp-
erature limits that were used to conduct the coolant analysis are presented in
Table VIII and Figures 10 through 13. Figure 10 was used in conjuction with
Figure 9 to establish the radiation-coolednozzle wall temperaturelimit at
the attachmentpoint as a function of thrust. The lower limit tempe u_e
line of Figure 10 was used to construct Figure 11. The chamber and tube :Jndle
nozzle wall temperaturelimits set by the cycle life and accumulatedrun time
criteria are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.
P_,t f.:l " -. _t_St PLANK NCT F'[ _/" 27
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TABLE VI. - COOLING ANALYSIS GUIDELINES
o 90% Bell Nozzles ( c = 400:1)
#
o Coolant Inlet Temperature
I
H2 = 21°K (37.8°R) i
L
RP-1 = 298°K (537°R)
CH4 = 112OK (201°R)
° Possible benefit of carbon deposition on hot gas-sidewall shall be
neglected for conventionallycooled systems.
o Coking limit
RP-1 = 561OK (lOlOOR),normal;700°K (1260°R)* purified
CH4 = 97_OK (1760°R)
° DimensionalLimits
Tubular construction
Minimum wall thickness = .0254 cm (.OlO in.)
Nontubular construction
Minimum slot width = .0762 cm (.03 in.)
Maximum slot depth/width= 4 to I
Minimum web thickness = .0762 cm (.03 in.)
Minimum wall thickness = .0635 cm (.025 in.)
Minimum channel depth = .0889 cm (.035 in.)*
° Service Life
Five thermal cycles times a safety factor of four.
Engine run time as shown by Figure 9.
*ALRC recommendation
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TABLE VII. - COOLANT EVALUATION CRITERIA
!
!
MAXIMUM Pc CRITFRIA: i
° RegenerativelyCooled Cases
I. Maximum Velocity of Gaseous Coolant Equal to Mach 0.3.
2. Maximum Velocity of Liquid Coolant Equal to 61 m/sec
(200 feet/second)
3. RP-I or CH4 Coolant-SideWall TemperatureEqual to Their
RespectiveCoking Temperature.
° Film-CooledCases
Coolant weight flow is at a magnitude which degrades
specific impulse by 10% when compared to an uncooled
case.
MINIMUM Pc CRITERIA:
" Regenerat_ivelZ Cooled Cases
i, Coolant state at the jacket dischargemust be single phase.
2. Coolant flow through the jacket must be stable.
" Film-CooledCases
Coolant weight flow is at a magnitude which degrades specific
impulse by 3% when compared to an uncooled case.
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TABLE VIII. - MATERIAL RECOMMENDATIONS
° Regen Chambers (all Propellants)
o Zirconium Copper, aged at 867°K (IIO0°F)
o ElectroformedNickel Closeout
° Film-CooledChambers
° H2 Coolant: Haynes 188; Temp. Limit :
1256°K (1800°F)based upon strength degradation.
o CH4 and RP-I Coolants; FS-85 with a Silicide Coating;
Temp. Limit = 1583 to 1939°K (2390 to 3030°F)
depending upon coating life and thrust level*.
Tube Bundle Nozzle
o Nitronic 40 (21-6-9)
° Radiation-CooledNozzle
° FS-85 Columbiumwith R512 Silicide Coating (see Figure 10
for TemperatureLimit)
*Same as radiation-coolednozzle extension
30
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IV, A, Objectivesand Guidelines (cont.)
i The approximate analytical criterion of Friedly et al., (References 14and 15) was used as the basis for the prediction of coolant flow oscillations.
This criterion represents an extension of Zuber's analysis (Reference 16) to
include the dynamics of the heat transfer from the wall. Thurston (References
17 and 18) has shown that Zuber's model is in excellent qualitative agreement
with empirical data for the onset of flow instability. The m,#roximate
criterion of Friedly, et al. (References 14 and 15) has been shown to be in
reasor,abl_ quantitative agreement with oxygen and hydrogen data. Both
criteria (i.e., Zuber's and Friedly's, et al.) can be written in the form of
Rogers' empirical correlation (Reference 19) which Thurston (Reference 18) has
shown to be in agreement with hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen data. However,
both analyses indicate a dependenc_ on additional system parameters not
included in the simple empirical correlation. In addition, the
Rogers-Thurston criteria requires the use of pseudo two-phase properties which
have not been developed for methane. For these reasons, and to provide a
better basis fur including the effects of axial variationslin cooling jacket
parameters, the analytical model of Friedly, et al was used in preference to
the Rogers-Thurston empirical correlation.
Chamber geometry definitions consisted primarily of establishing length
and constructior, ratio scaling equations for the parametric cooling analysis.
Short chamber lengths alleviate the cooling problem but may not meet perfo_n-
ance criteria (i.e., 98% energy release efficiency). Minimum chamber lengths
were established for both state-of-the-art and advanced chamber/injector
designs. The conventional state-of-the-art scaling is based upon the Inte-
grated Thruster Assembly (ITA) design (Reference 20) as follows:
° Minimum Chamber Lengths (L') for Conventional Designs:
° 02/H2 and 02/CH4 based upon scaling ITA design
L' (cm) = 6.35 x/23.1/Pc + 9.9 (Pc in atm)
L' (in.) = 2.50 xv'J'4-O-/_c+ 3.9 (Pc in psia)
° O_/RP-I based upnn vaporizationlimited performancecalcula-
tions
L' (cm) = 6°68 x/20.4/Pc+ 30.5 (Pcin atm)
L' (in.) = 2.63 x_'j-O-O-/IS_+ 12.0 (Pc in psia)
o Contrac_ _on Ratio:
3.3:1 for both regen and film cooling based upon ITA
35
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IV, A, Objectives and Guidelines (cont.)
For the advancedcooling evaluations,the contraction ratio was fixed
at 3.3:1, but the minimum chamber lengths were reduced.The reductionwas
based upon an analysis of historicalthrust chamber length data, correlated as
_ a function of thrust and pressure for each propel]antcombination. The corre-
lationwas derived to fit the lower boundary of the historical data as this
correlation is felt Lo be more representativeof recent or advanced
technology. The advanced technologychamber length (L') correlationsare:
L' Advanced Design
Propellants Units(I) L° Correlation
02/RP-I cm L' = 5.50 x (F/Pc)0.23
in. L' = 5.66 x (F/Pc)0.23
02/CH4 cm L' : 4.22 x (F/Pc)0.23
in. L' = 4.35 x (F/Pc)0.23
02/H ? an L' : 3.24 x (F/Pc) 0.23
in. L' = 3.34 x (F/Pc) 0.23
(I) When L' is in cm, F is in newtons and Pc is in atmospheres.
When L' is in inches, F is in IbF and Pc is in psia.
B. REGENERATIVECOOLING ANALYSIS
1. RP-1 ReBenerativeCoolin9
Standard RP-I was evaluated initiallyas a regenerativecoolant by
applying conventionalguidelines and design criteria. The coolant jacket
designs analyzedwere cooled in two passes from the injectorend to an area
ratio of 6:1 and back to the injector.The results obtained showed that cool-
ing with RP-I was not feasiblebecause the RP-I bulk temperature exceeds the
study coking temperature limit of 561°K (I010°R) for standard RP-I. As shown
by Figure 14, results were obtained over the entire thrust and chamber pres-
sure ranges of interest. The figure also shows that even with purified RP-I
(i.e., a coking temperaturelimit of 700_K (1260°R)),the feasible operating
regime would be limited to high thrust and low chamber pressure operation.
Because of the results obtained in the initial evaluations,it
became necessaryto investigatethe incorporationof design features that
. would mi_,mize the enthalphy rise of the RP-I coolant. As a result, a thermal
barrierwas included in the chamber barrel section, shorter chamber lengths
(L') were used, and benefits fr(_ngas-side carbon depositionwere considered.
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Figure 14. RP-I ConventionalRegenerativeCooling Results
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IV, B, RegenerativeCooling Analysls (cont.)
The thickness of the thermal liner was assumed to be 0.1 times the
chamber radius, and the thermal conductivitywas assumed to be equivalentto a
graphite at 39.8 watts/m°K (23 BTU/hr-ft-°F). The advanced design chamber
length equation was assumed, and the carbon depositioncorrelationreported in
Reference 21 was used.
When all three of the new features were incorporated,the entire
thrust and chamber pressureoperatingmap appeared to be feasible with an RP-I
coking temperature limit of 700°K (1260°R). Only the very low thrust and
chamber pressure region resulted in coolant outlet bulk temperaturesexceeding
the n_(linalcoking limit of 561°K (I0100R)for "standard"RP-I. The carbon
layer was the major factor that influencedthese results. A comparison of the
coolant bulk outlet temperatureswith and without the carbon layer is shown in
Figure 15. This figure shows that the coolant bulk temperature is increased
significantlywithout the carbon layer but that a reasonableoperating range
appears to be fedsible from the standpointof the coolant enthalpy rise.
Coolant bulk outlet temperaturesof 700°K (1260°R) or less result at thrusts
of 1334 N (300 Ib) or greater. A coking _,mit of 561°K (I010°R)excludes
operationat thrust below 4448 N (100 Ib) and at chamber pressures above 6.8
atm (100 psia).
Recent experimentalfindings do not support the carbon deposition
correlationsfound in the literature. Tests were conducted under Contract I_AS
3-21030 to determine the combustionand heat transfer characteristicsof
LOX/RP-1 propellantsin the 68 to 136 atm (1000 to 2000 psia) chamber pressure
range. Although the calorimeterchamber used in these tests was blackened by
the testing, the heat transfer data, combined with the very light to
nonexistentsooting near the injector,gave no indicationof the existence of
a so_t thermal barrier (Ref. 22).
Because of uncertaintiesin the experimentaldata base and the
considerationsof clean engine starts and carbon layer spalling, it was con-
sidered prudent not to base the design studies on the dependence of a carbon
layer. Any bep_fit from the carbon deposit would provide a further design
safety margin. It is believed that further technology effort is required in
this area before a high-confidencedesign that depends upon the carbon layer
buildup can be recomnw_nded.
Using a combination of a thermal barrier (e.g., graphite) and a
minimum chamber length design (i.e., highly efficient injectionend combus-
tio:_),feasible designs were calculatedfor RP-I as the coolant over the
boundary shown in Figure 16. The feasibilityboundary runs from F : 13345 N i
(3000 IbF), Pc = 47.6 atm (700 psia) to F = 1344N (300 IbF), Pc = 1.36 atm (20
psia). Intercooling(i.e.,to cool down RP-I after the first coolant pass) is i
necessary to achieve the high thrust and chamber pressure corner of the feasi-
bil ity map. i
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IV, B, Regenerative Cooling Analysis (cont.)
2. Oxygen RegenerativeCooling
A cursory analysis to assess the feasibilityof oxygen cooling for
the 02/RP-1 engines was also performedby using a graphite liner and short
L' chambers. A feasible design was accomplishedonly when a carbon layer was
assumed. A number of attemptsto design for a thrust of 13345 N (3000 Ib) at
chamber pressuresof 61 arm (900 psia) and 30.6 atm (450 psia) were made by
applying conventionalchannel design criteria and assuming no carbon layer.
Pressure drops were excessive in all cases. The convergent section of the
nozzle was invariablythe point of computationalfailure, suggesting that
optimizationof the barrel-nozzleradius of curvature effects on the coolant-
side coefficientor considerationof unique channel concepts might result in
feasible designs. However, further investigationsin this area were beyond
the scope of this study.
3. Methane RegenerativeCooling
During the initialphases of this study, a review of available
design correlationsindicatedthat the ALRC correlationfor oxyge_ at super-
critical pressure (Reference23) was most applicdblefor use with super-
critical methane. This correlatianwas used to conduct the thermal analysis
of methane as a regenerativecoolant in the conventionaldesigns. After this
initialwork was completed, a heated tube study of the heat transfer charac-
teristics of propane at supercriticalpressureswas performed on Contract NAS
9-15958 by ALRC. The resultantcorrelation is reported in Reference 24.
An analysis was conducted to determine if the use of the propane
correlationwould result in significantdifferences in the study results. As
shown below, the resultswere comparable, indicatingonly a small Ap reduc-
tion.
Oxygen Propane
Correlation Correlation
Thrust, N (lbF) 13345 (3000) 13345 (3000)
Chamber Pressure,atm (psia) 68 (i000) 68 (i000)
Channel _P, atm (psia) 5 (72.8) 4.6 (67.4)
Max. Mach No. 0.20 0.19
Min. Channel Depth, cm (in.) 0.196 (0.077) 0.]98 (0.078)
Because methane and propane are the two lowest molecularweight
members of the saturated aliphatichomologous series, it was decided that the
propane correlationwould be more applicableto methane than the oxygen cor-
relation used in the initialwork. Therefore,all further thermal analyses
with methane in the advancedcooling concept st.=dywere performedby using the
propane correlation.
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IV, B, RegenerativeCooling Analysis (cont.)
The initial studies of methane (CH4) as a regenerativecoolant
were conducted by applyingconventional guidelines and design criteria.
Chambers were cooled in two passes, with the coolant flowing from the injector
to the radiation-coolednozzle attachment point and back to the injector. The
cases analyzed and the limitingcriteria are presented in Figure 17. Opera-
tion is limited to a high thrust, high chamber pressure region primarilydue
to the Mach number criteria. Feasible designs could not be obtained with
CH4 below its critical pressure of 45.4 atm (667 psia). Therefore,further
work was conductedby always keeping the coolant jacket outlet pressure above
the critical pressure of CH4. This, of course, places the burden upon the
engine pumping system and rules out regenerativelycooled pressure-fedengine
options because tank weights get too heavy. For all cases, the methane
coolant bulk outlet temperature never exceeded the coking limit of 978°K
(1760°R)and thus is not a concern as it was for RP-I.
Further analyses using methane as a regenerativecoolant were con-
ducted to determine if the feasible design range could be enlarged. Emphasis
was placed upon an evaluation of lower thrust levels than were obtained with
the conventionalschemes. Thermal barriers and shorter chambers were incor-
porated into the designs, but carbon deposition was not because of the RP-1
thermal results. A propellant intercoolerwas included as necessary to obtain
a solution. Intercoolingconsisted of reducing the coolant bulk temperature
to its initial value before the return pass in the two-pass cooling scheme.
The results are summarized in Table IX.
The results of the initial analysis at 4448 N (1000 IbF) and 47.6
atm (700 psia) are includedon the table for comparison. This point was pre-
viously determined to be Mach number limited. For the new design, the Mach
number slightly exceeds the desi(m criterion of 0.3, but the channel pressure
drop is satisfactoryand the minlmu,nchan.el depth is well above the desired
conventional fabr]cation minimum of 0.089 cm (0.035 in.). A thrust of 2669 N
(600 IbF) and 68 atm (i000 psia) chamber pressure resulted in an excessive
Mach number and pressure drop. When an intercooler is used at this palnt,
only the channal depth fails to meet the conventional criteria.
Based upon these results, it was estimated that the lower thrust
limit previously determined could be decreased to 355 N (800 Ib). The esti-
mated feasible operating regimes for both the conventional and advanced cool-
in_ schemes are presented in Figure 18.
4. Hydrogen Regenerative Cooling
The coolant-side heat transfer correlation used for hydrogen was
that formulated by Hess and Kunz (Reference 25), Whlle this correlation was
developed for hydrogen at supercritical pressures, it also gives good results
at subcritical pressures at high degrees of superheat. The coolant circuits
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IV, B, RegenerativeCooling Analysis (cont.)
)
: analyzedwere primarilysingle pass, with the hydrogen flowing from the
_ radiation-coolednozzle attachmentpoint to the injector. A few two-pass
cases were investigatedin an attempt to obtain a design solution.
The heat transfer studies consideredboth conventionallong L'
chambers and short chambers. The long chambers are desirable for engine
cycles which use heated hydrogen as a turbine drive fluid because the hydrogen
bulk outlet temperature increaseswith ct,amber length. However, the long
chambers reach the cooling limits more quickly than the short L' chambers.
Hence, short chambers result in a larger feasible cooling regime. Thermal
liners were not includedin these analyses as they would penalize the engine
power ba!ance.
It_ecases that were analyzed by using the conventionalchamber L'
_w 0equation are sh_Jwnin Figure 19, along with _h. limitingconventionaldesign
criteria. A summary of the thermal results is presented in Table X. The
table and figure show that conventionalchannel Mach number and channel depth
limits constrain operationat low thrust-high Pc and high thrust-low Pc com-
binations. The feasible cooling map with hydrogen covers both the super-
critical and subcriticalpressure regimes. The critical pressure of hydrogen
is 12.8 atm (188 psia), and the coolant jacket exit pressurewas always held
above this value to obtain practicaldesign solutions. This penalizes
pressure-fedsystemswith regenerativelycooled engines because high hydrogen
tank pressureswould be required. Data also show that relaxing the channel
depth crlteria results in enlargingthe feasible operating regime. Based upon
these results,the feasible hydrogen regenerativecooling map as shown in
Figure 20 was established.
C. FILM COOLING _NALYSIS
Both gas and liquid film cooling models were used to perform the design
analysis of thin-walledchambers with adiabatic external surfaces. The gas
film cooling model was developed during contractualwork performed in the past
by ALRC for NASA/LeRC. (References26, 27, and 28). The liquid model is
similar t.Othe gas _z_odeldownstream of a liquid film. Effects of boundary
layer stlearforces on the liquid film are based upon Reference 29.
Figure 21 shows the results of the film cooling studles to establish
the upper chamber pressure limit, based upon a i0% performancedegradation,
for the three fuels. This performancedegradatior_is based upon a performance
ccwT_parisonwith an engine requiring no film coollng.
Hydrogen and RP-I cannot be used as film coolants at thrusts below
about 4448 N (1000 IbF), and their chamber pressure ranges are very limited.
Hydrogen is p_nalizedby the low wall temperature,1255_K (1800°F)obtainable
wlth compatiblematerlals, and RP-I is penalizedby the long chamber lengths
required to achieve a minimum study-specifiedenergy release efficiencyof
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TABLE X. - HYDROGEN REGENERATIVE COOLING THERMAL DATA SIJMJ_ARY
NOTE: Conventional L' Equatton Except Where Noted J
CHAMBEK CHANNEL COOLANT HI_. CHANNEL
A.TM(PSIA) ATM (PSI) °K (°R) MACH NO. CR (IN_I
"-t
13345 (3000} 68 (10001 1.42 (20.9) 172 (3101 .09 0.211 (.083) i
47.6 (700) 0.71 (10.5) 158 (285) .10 0.330 (.130)
27.2 (400) 0.60 (8.8) 137 (246) .10 0.330 (.130)
7.8 (1151 0.95 (14.01 124 (223) .29 0.330 (.1301
5.1 (75) 1.20 (17.61 122 (219) .37 0.330 (.130)
L.36 (20) 1.36 (20.0) 121 (2181 .57 0.330 (.130)
4448 (1000) 68 (1000) 5.77 (84.8) 279 (503) .18 0.079 (.0311
47.6 (700) 1.77 (26.0) 234 (4211 .11 0.104 (.C41)
27.2 (4UO) 0.31 (4.6) 1R9 (340) .05 0.173 (.068)
68 (1000) (1) 14.8 (218) 44! (794) .2_ 0.122 (0.48_
7.8 (1151 0.27 (3.9) 189 (3411 .16 0.33J (.1301
S.l (75) 0.33 (4.8) 186 (334) .21 0.130 (.130)
1.36 (20) 0.60 (8.8) 182 (328) .45 0.330 (.130)
1334 (300) 68 (10001 * * * *
47.6 (700) 10.5 (154.31 431 (775) .73 0.053 (.0211 (2-PASS)
27.2 (400) 1.61 (23.7) 375 (675) .27 0.099 (.039) (2.PASS)
7.8 (115) 0.I0 (1.41 341 (6131 .09 0.330 (.130)
5.1 (75) 0.II (1.61 329 (592) .1_ 0.330 (.130)
1.36 (20) 0.15 (2.2) 313 (567) .21 0.330 (.130)
778 (175) 7.8 (1151 0.38 (5.6) 45_ (8211 .07 0.710 (.028)
5.I (751 C.IO (1.4) 439 (790_ .09 0.230 (.130)
!.36 (20) 0.11 (1.61 416 (748) .19 0.330 (.130)
445 (100) 68 (10001 * * * *
47.6 (700) * * * "
27.2 (400) * " * *
7.8 (115) 5.55 (81.61 621 (11171 ,68 0.051 (.020)
S.1 (7") 1.58 (23.2) 596 (1072) .46 0.089 (.035)
1.36 (201 0.07 (1.1) 559 (1006) .17 0.330 (.130)
*Design Solution Not Achieved
(1) L' Inc_ased From 13.7 cm (5.4 in.) to 23.6 cm (9.3 in.)
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Figure 21. Film Cooling Analyses Results
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IV, C, Film Cooling Analysis (cont.)
98%. RP-I film-cooledengines were dropped from further study because of the
small operating range. Lower-limitchamber pressurescorrespondingto a 3%
performancedegradationwere fou_ to be approximatelyat or below the speci-
fied minimum chamber pressure of 1.36 atm (20 psia).
The feasibilityof methane film cooling is highly dependent upon the
kinetics of the methane decomposition. This analysis was beyond the scope of
the current effort, but the sensitivityof the results to the chemi3trymodel
assumptionwas assessed. If n_thane decomposes as assumed in Figure 21, it
providesthe largest operatingrange. However, assuming no CH4 decomposi-
tion and, thus, no coolant reactionwith the entrained core gases, the coolant
requirementexceeds 50% of the fuel and the performanceloss exceeds 20%.
With the complete decomjositionassumption,the required coolant flow is about
33% of the fuel flow and the performanceloss is 10%. Because of this uncer-
tainty, CH4 film-cooledengines were not analyzed further in the study. Data
are required to verify the n_dels.
D. COOLING ANALYSES CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon the results presented herein, the followingconclusionswere
reached:
° Viable conceptswith conventionalcooling methods:
o 02/H2, H2 Regen-Cooled
o 02/H2, H2 Film-Cooled
o 02/CH4' CH4 Regen-Cooled
o Advanced coolant schemes and concepts are required for 02/RP-I,
RP-I cooled engines.
° CH4 coolant jacket outlet pressuremust be held above critical.
° LOX cooling of 02/RP-1 engine is impracticalin a conventional
chamber design.
° Carbon depositionassumptioncreates a major impact on +he study
results.
° 02/H2, H2 cooled engines have the largest thrust and Pc
cooling feasibilityranges.
° RP-I film cooling thrust and Pc feasibilityrange is very small.
o CH4 film cooling thrust and Pc feasibilityrange is dependent
upon decompositionassumption.
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IV, D, Cooling Analyses Conclusionsand Recommendations(cont.)
In addition,the following decisionsand recommendationswere made for
continuingthe study in the conceptual design and parametric phase.
o RP-1 and filn.-cooledconcepts were dropped from further study.
o Pressure-fedCH4 regen-cooledconcepts are impractical.
o Concepts requiring further conceptualstudy are:
Propellant Cooling Cooling
Combination Method Coolant Scheme
02/RP-1 Regen RP-1 Advanced
02/H2 Regen H2 Conventional
and advanced
02/H2 Film H2 Conventional
02/CH4 Regen CH4 Conventional
and advanced
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SECTION V
ENGINE SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND PARAMETRICANALYSES
A. OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES
The objectivesof this phase of the study were:
° Assess the feasibilityof various design approachesdefined in
Section V, B.
o Establish feasible design ranges if different fron the cooling
results.
o Prepare parametric performance,weight, and envelope data for the
applicable concepts over the feasible design ranges.
o Determine advantages and disadvantagesof concepts.
o Assess technology requirements.
The parametricdata were generatedover the entire study thrust and
chamber pressure ranges, but the feasiblecooling and/or cycle power balance
limits were superimposedon the figures displaying the data.
All analyses were conducted at the nominal propellantmixture ratios
and a nozzle area ratio of 400:1.
The conceptual design analysis was conducted using guidelines both spe-
cified by the contract and established during the course of this study. These
guidelines are su_narized in Table XI.
B. PROPULSION SYSTEM CAkDIDATES
The propulsion system candidateswere screened to identifythose most
promisingfor the COTV application. Seven concepts were evaluated: two
pressure-fedand five pump-fed. These ccncepts are described briefly herein.
The pressure-fedsystem concepts evaluated are shown in Figures 22 and
23.
The conventionalpressure-fed system concept is shown in Figure 22. In
this concept, the engine run tanks are pressurizedto the required pressure
levels by a regulated helium source. The concept is applicablewith both
regenerativelyand film-cooledengines. A parallel pressurizedtank concept
53
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TABLEXI. - ENGINESYSTEMSTUDYGUIDELINES
_o
'_ Pressure Drop Criteria
° Injectors:
° Liquid(I) 15% df Upstream Pressure
Gas(1) 8% of Upstream Pressure
° Valves
° Liquid Control(I) 5% of Upstream Pressure
Gas Control(I) 10% of Upstream Pressure
° Shutoff(I) I% of Upstream Pressure
" Check Valve(2) 2% of Upstream Pressure
° Orifice(2) i% of Upstream Pressure
° Pu|satior,Damper(2) 2% of Upstream Pressure
Liquid Regulator(2) - 5% of Downstream Pressure
Minimum Bearing Diameter(2): 10mm
LH2 LO2 CH4 RP-I
MaxiT,_umBearing DN, (I)
(RPM) (mm) 2 x 106 1.5 x In6 1.9 x 106 1.8 x 106
Minimum NPSH,(I) m(ft) 4.57 (]5.0) 0.16 (2_0) 1.68 (5.5) 1.37 (45.0)
Maximum Suction(21 775 581 620 503
Specific Speed," "
(rpm)(mJ/sec)I/2/(m)3/4
[(rpm) (gpm)]/2(ft)3/4] [40,000] [30,000] [32,000] [26,000]
(NPSH) (2g)/Cm2 (2) 1.3 2.3 2.08 3.0
(1)Specifiedby the Contract Statement Of Work
(2)ALRC Derived Guideline
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V, B, Propulsion System Candidates (cont.)
is shown in Fig. 23. In this concept, both the fucl and oxygen are stored in
.: low-pressuremain propellant tanks. Twe smalI parallel accumulators in each
propellantfeed system are located downstream of these main propellanttanks.
' These accumulatorsare alternatelyfilled from the main propellanttank and
pressurizedto provide the engine propellan:_upply. When the propellantis
expelled, the tank is vented and then refilled from the main tank. While role
tank is being filled, the engine runs off the paralleltank. The advantage of
this system over the basic pressure-fedconcept is a reduction in the high
pressure tankage weight. The accumulatorsat'esized to provide the apogee
burn. Again, the engine can be either regen or film-cooled.
Figure 24 shows a pump-fed concept in which the pumps are driven by
electric motors with fuel cells as the power source.Analysis has indicated
that the weight of batteries is prohibitive. Of course, in comparisonto gas
turbine-drivenpumping systems, the weight of the fuel cells and electric
motors is also a concept disadvantage. The concept schematic shown has a pul-
sation damper (very small accumulator)downstream of the pumps. This compon-
ent would have been required if positive displacen,entpumps had been selected
in co(nponentscreeninganalysis. However, the results obtained under Contract
NAS 3-21960, Low-ThrustChemical PropulsionSystem Pump Technology,for
NASA/LeRC showed that centrifugalpumps were the best choice. Therefore, the
pulsationdampers were eliminated in the final system evaluations.
Figure 25 shows a pump-fed concept with an electric motor drive using a
turboalternatoras the power source. This concept has potential application
with heated hydrogen or methane as the turbine drive fluid. A small amount of
the heated fuel bypasses the turbine. This bypass flow providesthe power
control. Cycle power balances were performed to determine if the maximum
operatingchamber pressure of this system differs from the cooling limits.
This is discussed in the next section. This concept is relatively light-
weight, provided that the horsepower of the pumps is low enough to keep the
weight of the electrical componentsdown.
An expander cycle pump-fed concept is shown in Figure 26. This concept
is also applicablewith heated hydrogen or methane as the drive fluid for the
turbines. A series turbine cycle arrangementwas selected because the full-
flow oxygen turbine is much more efficient than the extremely low-flow oxygen
turbine in a parallel arrangement. The fuel turbine bypass valve shown on the
figure is used to providemixture ratio control, whereas the valve bypassing
flow around both turbines is for power control. In addition to proving the
lightest-weightpump-fed system, this is also the simplest because it does not
require any additionalcomponents.
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V, B, Propulsion System Candidates (cont.)
A mixed expander/turboalternatorconcept is shown in Figure 26a. This
concept incorporatessome of the best features of the expander and turbo-
alternatorcycles. The hydrogen turbopump is driven in the expander mode
which eliminatesthe electric motor required for the turboalternatorcycle.
The lower horsepoweroxygen pump is driven by an electric motor with th_
a,vantage over an expander cycle being the eliminationof a hot ga_
bipropellantseal. The potential disadvantageis the weight of the electrical
components.
Figure 27 shows a pump-filledfeed tank concept. In this concept, the
engine run tanks are filled by pumps from the low-pressuremain vessels d_,ring
mission coast periods. The possible advantage of this concept is that the
pump flows can be much higher than the engine flows; this may provide a more
suitableoperating regime for the pumps (i.e., the pump design is not
restrictedby th_ engine thrust level). The disadvantagewould be the addi-
tional weight of the high-pressureaccumulators, A regulator is shown down-
stream of the engine run tanks to maintain constant engine pressures. Without
this regulator,the chamber pressure and engine thrust would decay as the pro-
pellant is expelled. This system is applicablewith both regeneratlvelyor
film-cooledengines.
C. SYSTEM EVALUATIONSAND PARAMETRICDATA SUHI_JkRY
I. 02/RP-I System Evaluations
Based ui_n the cooling analyses results, only the regeneratively
cooled concepts were analyzeo for the 02/RP-I systems. Two pressure-fedand
two pump-fed engine concepts are applicablewith 02/RP-I. They are:
o ConventionalPressure-Fed
° Petallel Accumulator
o AuxiIiary Power Source
° Pump-FilledFeed Tank
Engine performanceand envelope data applicable for all concepts
although specific operating points may vary (i.e., pressure-fedconcepts
applicable in the 1.36 to 13.6 atm (20 to 200 psla) range and pump-fed sys-
tems more applicableto chamber pressures greater than 6.8 atm (I00 psia). The
parametricperfomance and envelope data at an area ratio of 400:1 are shown
in Figures 28 and 29, respectively. As can be seen, the very low-pressure
engines are extremely large and have low performance levels. Performance
numbers above and to the left of the cooling limit line represent impractical
engine designs. Similarly,the impracticalsystems are below and to the left
of the cooling limit on the envelope plot.
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V, C, System Evaluationsand Parametric Data Summary (cont.)
The relative weights of the various concepts are compared at a
•+ thrust chamber pressure of 10.2 arm (150 psia) on Figure 30. The relative
weights include the weights of the tanks, accumulators,pressurizationsystem,
k and the engine and electricalcomponents. The data show that pump-fed systems
_ are lighter than pressure-fedconcepts. This occurs because the weight of the
: fuel cells, pumps, and electricalcomponents are lighter than the additional
tank and pressurizationsystem weights of the pressure-fedsystem. The auxil-
_ iary power source concept is the best 02/RP-1 candidate. Parametricweight
data for this concept is shown in Figure 31. The weight of the engine
includes all electricalcomponents. The additionalfuel cell weight require-
ments that can be charged to the engine system are also shown on the figure.
The auxiliarypower source concept results in the highest performance,
smallestengine envelope, and lightest system weight with 02/RP-I
propellants.
2. 02/CH4 System Evaluations
Only regenerativelycooled engine concepts were determinedto be
practical. In addition,the high critical pressure of CH4 ruled out
pressure-feasystems. Three pump-fed systems were evaluatedwith 02/CH4.
They are:
o Auxiliary Power Source
o Turboalternator
° Expander
Engine cycle power balance calculationswere performed for the
turboalternatorand expander cycles to determine if the feasible design ranges
were limited further by the power considerations. Pump discharge pressure
requirementsas a function of chamber pressure are summarized in Figure 32.
The maximum pressureobtainable is approximately47.6 arm (700 psia), and good
design practicewould dictate the selection of a chamber pressure in the 34 to
37.4 atm (500 to 550 psia) range to avoid large system sensitivitiesto minor
component variations. The power balance upper limit was combined with the
cooling limits, as shown in Figure 33. The auxiliary power source concept
could operate over the total feasible cooling ranges and is applicablewith
the short chamber L' because it does not depend upon the heat input into the
CH4 to derive cycle power.
Delivered performanceand engine envelope data at an area ratio of
400.1 for all three 02/CH4 concepts are shown in Figures 34 and 35,
"+ respectively+ At the same low thrust design point, the delivered performance
of the 02/CH4 engine is much greater than that of the 02/RP-I engine;
also, the envelope is much smaller because a higher operatingchamber pressure
is feasible with 02/CH4. For example:
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Figure 30. 02/RP-I PropulsionSystem Weight Data
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V, C, System Evaluationsand Parametric Data Summary (cont.)
Chamber Delivered Engine
Propellant Thrust Pressure Is, Length,
Combination KN (Ib) atma psia sec cm (in.)
i" 02/RP-1 4.45(1000) 10.2(150) 335 218(86)
02/CH4 4.45(1000) 27.2(400) 369 132(52)
: The weight of the basic engine (includingthe additionalcompon-
ents attributableto the engine) is shown in Figure 36 at a thrust level of
4448 N (1000 IbF). Weight comparisonsof 02/CH4 regen-cooiedengine con-
cepts in the figure show that an expander cycle results in the lowest engine
weight because it has the fewest components. The weight of the expander cycle
decreaseswith increasingpressure because the physical size of the engine
decreases. The electricalcomponents and fuel cell weights become the
dominant factors at chamber pressures above 20.4 and 13.6 arm (300 and 200
psia) for the _urboalternatnrand auxiliary power source concepts, respec-
tively. Below these pressures,the engine weight is dominated by the large
400:1 nozzle.
3. 02/H2 System Evaluations
Both regenerativelycooled and film-cooled concepts were evaluated
in the System analysis. Parametricdata were established for the following
cases:
Concept Coolin9 Scheme
ConventionalPressure-Fed Film and Regen
Parallel Accumulator Film and Regen
Auxiliary Power Source Film and Regen
Turboalternator Regen
Expander Regen
Pump-FilledFeed Tank Regen
Mixed Expander/Turboalternator Regen
The parametricdata which were submittedto NASA/LeRC as part of
an informaldata dump are summarized in this section.
Engine cycle power balapce calculationswere performed to estab-
lish the power limits for the expander and turboalternatorcycles. The
results of the power balance calculations are summarized in Figure 37 and com-
bined with the cooling _imits in Figure 38. Again, the power limit is the
maximum upper value, and design points at aoout 34 atm (500 psia) chamber
pressure are recommendedto achieve reasonable power balance margins. The
02/H2 film-cooledengine operatingregime analyzed was establishedby the
cooling analysis and presented as Figure 39.
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Figure 37. 02/H2 Turboalternatorand Expander Cycle Power Balance Data
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V, C, System Evaluationsand ParametricData Summary (cont.)
02/H2 engine performanceparametricdata at an area ratio of
400:1 are presentedon Figures 40 and 41 for the regenerativelyand filn.-
cooled engine cases, respectively. For the regen systems, performancedrops
off as thrust and chamber pressure decrease becausp of increasedkinetic
_ losses. Film-cooledengines were not found to be feasiblebelow a thrust
level of about 4.45 KN (1000 ib). Above approximately6.8 atm (100 psia)
chamber pressure,the performanceof the film-cooledengine decreaseswith
increasingchamber pressurebecause of the film-coolinglosses. Performance
also drops off at low chamber pressuresbecause of the increasedkinetic
losses.Therefore,the film-cooledengines have a chamber pressure at which
performanceis maximized,as shown by the figure. The performanceof the
regen-cooledengine is 85 secs hig_=.r(i.e., 465 vs 380 secs) than that of the
film-cooledengine at a thrust level of 4.45 KN (i000 Ib) if it is assumed
that the regen-cooledengine is capable of operatlng at a chamber pressure of
34 atm (500 psia). Compared to the data presented for the 02/CH4 and
02/RP-1 systems in the previous section,the 465-sec deliveredperformance
value of the 02/H2 ,.,' :_it 96 and 130 sec higher than that of the
02/CH4 and 02/RP-1, :,,ulnes,respectively.
_/H2 __ngineenvelope parametricdata are shown in I .gure42
as functions of thrust and chamber pressure. A comparison of these data with
those for the 02/RP-I and 02/CH4 systems shows that the envelope does
not vary signifiLantlywith propellantcombination.
The relative systBm weights of the various02/H2 concepts are
compared in Fig:wre43 at a thrust level of 4.45 KN (1000 lb). The relative
weight includesthe weight of the engine, the difference in propellanttank
.._ press ization system w_ights, and any additionalequipment such as
acc_,_at s, fuel c_lls, electricmotors, a 'Ial.,ernators.The data show
thu Jmp-:edsystems are significantlylighter ,,;,anthe pressure-fedca_.es.
:h _ump-fedsystem weight advdntage is even greater than that shown with
02,, ._ propellantsbecause the .'ydrogentank is so large.
The weights of the pump-fed systems are compared on an expanded
scale in Fi,ure 44. Thr expander cycle is the iightest-weightengine because
it has the f_west components,althoughthe mixed expanCer/turboa)ternator
cycle describeu in Figure 27 weighs only 4.5 to 9 kg (10 to 20 Ib) more. The
reasons for the data trends are the same as those explained for the 02/CH4
pump-fed systems in Figure :]6.
D. CONCIIPTUALANALYSIS CONCLUSION._AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The conceptual design and parametricanalyses showed that a hydrogen
_ regenerativelycooled, pump-fed 02/H2 engine has the following advantages:
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V, D, Conceptual A_idlysisConclusions and Recommendations (cont.)
° Highest Performance
o Lowest Thrust and Highest Pc Capability
° Lightweight Expander or Turboaltern,_torCycle Feasibility
° Small Engine Envelnpe
A comparison of regen-cooled engine data at the same thrust level (4.45
KN (1000 IbF)) shows:
Design
Chamber Delivered Engine
Propellant Pressure Is, Length, Weight
Combination atm (psia) sec cm (in.) kg (Ib)
02/RP-i 10.2(150)(I) 335 218(86) 77.1(170)(3)
02/CH4 27.2(400)(2) 369 132(52) 43.1(_}(4)
02/H2 34(500)(2) 465 122(48) (41.7)(92)(4)
(I) Based upon cooling limit
(2) Based upon power balance considerations
(3) Auxiliary power source
(4) Expander cycle
Based upon the cooling and conceptual analyses results, an 02/H2
pump-fed, regeneratively cooled engine was recommended and approved by
NASA/LeRC for preliminary design.
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; SECTION VI
ENGINE SYSTEM PRELIMINARYDESIGN
c
A. OBJECTIVESAND GUIDELINES
The objectives of this part of the study ere to provide preliminary
design informationon one engine concept and to update the parametricperform-
: ance, weight, and envelope data on the basis of the preliminarydesign evalua-
tions.
The engine design point was selectedon the basis of the obtained
thrust chamber cooling data and engine s_stem conceptualdesign and parametric
analyses results. The design point selected is shown in Table XII. The
thrust level was selected in concert with NASA/LeRC. It is on the low side of
the syst,_nstudy recommendations,but does provide a reasonable point of
departure for future technologicaloptimization. The chamber pressurewas
selected on the bdsis of obtained cooling and power balance results and allows
for some design margin.
The engine requirementsas defined by the statement of work (SOW) are
listed below:
° Propellant Lnlet Temperature °K (°R)
o Hydrogen Pump 21 (37.8)
o Oxygen Pump 90.4 (162.7)
o NPSH at Engine Inlet,m (ft)
o Hydrogen 4.57 (15.0)
o Oxygen 0.61 (2.0)
° Service Life 5 thermal cycles (times safeyy
factory of 4) dnd 11 hrs
accumulatedrun time (derived
from Figure 9)
o Gimbal Angle (Square Pattern), degrees +7
The preliminarydesign paran_ters include:
° Engine assembly and system layout drawings.
" ° Enuine assemblyweight and center of gravity.
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TABLE XII,- ENGINE DESIGN POINT
° PropellantCombination 02/H2
_ ° Engine Vacuum Thrust, N (LB) 2224 (500)
° Thrust Chamber Pressure,
atm (psia) 34 (500)
° Engine Mixture Ratio 6.0
_' Nozzle Area RaLio 400:1
° Thrust Chamber Coolant H2
'_ Coolina Method Regen
_ Engine Cycle Mixed Expander &
Turboalternator
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VI, A, Objectives and Guidelines (cont.)
° Engine performanceand power balance data at design thrust and
design MR, as well as at +10% design MR.
._ ° Descriptionof engine operation and control.
: ° Thrust chamber, injector,and nozzle layout drawings.
° External views of turbopumps and valves.
° Design and off-designanalyses of pumps and drives.
The parametricdata _.ereupdated for the selected engine concept as a
function of thrust and chamber pressure over a nozzle expansionarea ratio
range from 200 to 1000:1.
B. ENGINE SYSTEM DESIGN
i. Engine System Description
The engine cycle selected for preliminarydesign is a pump-fed
mixed expander and turboalternatorcycle, The expander/turboalternatorcon-
cept is shown in Figure 45. This concept incorporatesthe bes* features of
the expander and turboalternatorcycles. The hydrogen turbopump is driven in
the expander mode, and the oxidizer turbopump is driven in the turboalter-
nator n_de. This eliminatesone large electric motor, thus reducin_ the size
of the alternatorrequired for the pure turboalternatorcycle. Only the lower
horsepoweroxygen pump is driven by an electric motor. The advantage of the
mixed expander/turboalternatorcycle over an expander cycle is the elimina-
tion of a hot-gas bipropellantseal. A minor weight penalty for the alterna-
tor and electricmotor is involved,but this weight penalty is insignificant
when the total systL_nweight is considered.
The hydrogen is pumped to the required discharge pressure for
delivery to the thrust cha_Dber. Series-redundantshutoff valves are shown
downstream of the turbopumps to meet the safety and environmentalcriteria of
the Orbiter payload bay (i.e., no propellant leakage into the payload bay).
The hydrogenenters the thrust chamber coolant jacket at an area ratio of 23:1
and flows forward through the slotted copper chamber to the injector head end.
righty percent of t_,ehydrogen flow i.c used to drive the LH2 TPA turbine and
alternatorassembly. The remainingheated hydrogen bypasses the turbine
assenl_lyand provides the cycle power balance margin and engine thrust con-
trol. lhe large bypass flow was selected because of the uncertaintyof meet-
ing c_ponent n_ninal performancevalues (i.e., efficiencies,pressure drops,
... ard coolant temperature rises) at these low-thrust levels.
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Vl, R, Engine System Design (cont.)
The oxygen is pumpE _ its required discharge pressure and
: delivered dlrectly to the thru= ,lamberinjector in the liquid state to be
mixed and burned with the gaseous hydrogen.
The nozzle is radiation-cooledfrom an area ratio of 23:1 to the
exit (_:= 400:1). FS-85 columbium with a silicide coating was preliminarily
selectedas the nozzle extensionmaterial because of its high temperature
capability. ALRC has obtair,edconsiderableexperience it,the design and manu-
facturingof radiation-coolednozzles on the Transtage,Apollo, and OMS engine
programs.
The cooling circuit scheme described has been selected because of
_ts simplicity. The regenerativelycooled section has only one inlet manifold
and one outlet manifold. Regenerativelycooling a tube bundle nozzle from an
area ratio of 23:1 to 200:1 would increase the hydrogen temperatureslightly
and help the cycle power balance. However, it _vouldincreasethe mechanicJl
desi,jnc_plexity and add tube bundle inlet and outlet manifolds.
[he engine assenbly layout is shown in Figures 46 and 47. The
engine features side-mountedpump and drive systems which are located in
oppositequadrants. The series-redundantshut-off valves are n_unted inline
and approximately45° away from the pumps. The engine controller is also
side-mountedon the engine. The controller requirements(i.e., size, power,
weight) were estimated to be one third of those required for a 66.7 KN
(15,000Ib) thrust OTV engine (describedin Reference 30). The low-thrust
engine controller requirementsare estimated as follow,s:
CONTROLL[R REQUIREMENTS
Welght, Kg (Ib) 5.44 (12)
Po_ve, wa_ts 96
Volu,,_,mj (in.3) 7.34 x 10-3 (448)
The above e,,t_,1,Jtedo s not include the power supply. With the power supply,
the Ne15ht would approximatelydoub'e.
The engine is Ib.._ cm (40 in.) long and has a 40.6 cm (16 in.)
nozzle exit d_ameter. To accummoda_,a +7° gimba, requirmment,the diameter
Is 65.5 cm (25.8 in.).
[hz,engine center of gravity in the axial directionwas calculated
to be 30 cm (II.8 in.) from the gimba] center. Referring to Figure 47, the
center of gravlty ]ocation in the Y and Z axes is +2.21 cm (0.87 in.) and
" .2._,()(O.qO in.), resl_ctively.
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Vl, B, Engine System Design (cont.)
A typica, engine/vehicleinstallationdrawing is shown in Figure
48. The propellanttank configurationsand location of the engine gimbal
point were providedby NASA/LeRC for use in determiningpropellant line
lengths and pressure drops from the tank outlets to the engine inlets. The
engine inlet lines are only required to be 1.59 cm (5/8 in.) to providethe
engine flo_ts. Therefore,these small lines can be flexible. The bends shown
i n the fin's provide for flexibilityduring engine gin_alling.
2. Nominal Operatin9 Point
The baselineengine performance,weight and envelope data
resultingfrom the preliminarydesign activities are shown in Figure 49.
These data were used t- update the engine system parametricand power balance
model. Typical outputs of the engine model are shown in Tables XIII, XIV, and
XV. The outputs shown are the outcome of an iteration to incorporatemodifi-
cations in component weights, efficiencies,etc., that have resulted from the
preliminarydesign. Therefore, values used to initiatethe preliminarydesign
may not be consistent. For example, a hydrogen pu_._discharge pressure
requirementof 64.6 atm (950 psia) was initiall) estimated,whereas the final
iterationshows a fuel pump discharge pressure of 62.6 atm (921 psia).
The engine performancewas calculated by using the "JANNAF simpli-
fied performancepredictionmethodology."The original JANNAF procedureswere
defined in 1968 and were limited in scope to thrust chamber performanceand an
empiricallybased method for determiningthe energy release performanceloss.
Subsequentwork by JANNAF has led to less restrictiveprocedures and an
expanded analytical approach. These updated proceduresare defined in CPIA
publications245 and 246 (References31 and 32 respectively).CPIA 245
contains the specificationsfor performancetest data acquisitionand
interpretation. CPIA 246 contains the specificationsfor liquid rocket engine
performancepredictionand evaluation.
Since the standard procedure is relativelycostly in terms of both
engineeringhours and computer time, there is a great incentiveto use
simpler, more economical proceduresto perform parametric,nd point design
analyses. Such techniqueshave been developed and are included in the JANNAF
procedures (Referepce32).
As described in CPIA 246, the simplified procedure is "less accur-
ate but Quicker and less expensive than the "rigorous"method and is thus
appropriatefor the prelimianrydesign type analysis required for the baseline
engine definitionand generationof engine parametricperformancedata. The
accuracyof the simplified procedurecan be made nearly equivalent to that of
the more rigorous procedure,provided the proper performanceefficienciesare
Cefined and shortcut calculationalmethods or correlationsare calibratedor
anchored over the parametricrange under consideration.
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Vl, B, Engine System Design (cont.)
An in-house analysis of the experimentalperformanceresults
presented in References 33 and 34, with the JANNAF standard analysis tech-
niques (Reference32) was performedto qualify or anchor the analytical per-
formance procedureswhen applied to high area ratio (190-400)hydrogen/oxygen
rocket engines. This analysis is reported in Reference 30. These procedures,
once qualified,were used to develop reasonable predictionsof attainable
specific impulse for the baseline low-thrustengine. The "calibrated"model
predicts an attainablespecific impulse of _pproximately465.2 sec for the
baseline low-thrustengine at nominal operatingconditions.
A combustion chamber length of 15.2 cm (6.0 in.) was selectedto
meet the engine performanceand power balance requirementswhile avoiding
cooling limits. With this chamber length, the coolant jacket exit temperature
and turbine inlet temperatureis 305.6°K (550°R). A longer chamber could
increasethe turbine inlet tem_rature (consideredbeneficial for the power
balance),but the coolant jacket pressure drop would also increase. A prelim-
inary trade study was conducted to identify an optimum chamber length at the
design point. The tFermal data used to conduct the cycle power balances are
shown in Figure 50. l'hefuel pump discharge pressure results from the power
balance analysis are shown in Figure 51. The figure shows that the fuel pump
dischargepressure could be reduced by approximately3.4 atm (50 psia) if the
thrust chamber length were increased. The short chamber meets the performance
requirementsand results in a design with more thermal margin, maintaining a
lower coolant Mach number. The shorter (15.2 cm/ 6.0 in.) chamber has been
baselinedand representsa conservativedesign approach. This chan_)erlength
could be increased if other components failed to meet their predictedperform-
ance values. The chamber length should be optimized in more detailed engine
design studies.
3. Off-Design Mixture Ratio Operation
The results of off-designmixture ratio cycle power balance and
performanceanalysis for the baseline Iow-thr,Jstengine are presentedin
Figures 52 and 53.
The two off-designmixture ratios assumed were 5.4 and 6.6,
respectively,w_ich representsa +10% variation from the baseline mixture
ratio of 6.0. The analysis assuagedthat thrust (2224 N/S00 IbF) remained
constant.
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Vl, B, Engine System Design (cont.)
The major effect of operatingthe baseline engine at a mixture
ratio of 5.4 was a 32°K (58°R) drop in turbine inlet temperature. This temp-
erature drop is due to the higher fuel coolant flow and the lower chamber com-
bustion temperature. Although the fuel flow is higher, this |ower turbine
i inlet temperaturerepresents a less energetic turbine drive fluid. The higher
fuel flow also results in higher pressure drops in the fuel circuit. This
requires a higher fuel pump discharge pressure to yield the desired chamber
pressure. The reverse of this condition exists in the oxidizer circuit (i.e.,
less flow) which results in a lower required oxidizer pump discharge pres-
sure. The net result is increasedtotal requiredpump horsepower at the lower
operatingmixture ratio. The potential turbine power deficiency is almost
entirely compensatedfor by the increased turbine pressure ratio (due to
increasedflow through the turbine). The remainingturbine power deficiency
is compensatedfor by decreasingthe turbine bypass flow to 19.4% (i.e.,
increasingturbipe flow from 80% to 80.6% af the total fuel flow). This
further increase of flow through the turbine increasesturbine pressure ratio
and, hence, available turbine horsepower to match the required pump
horsepower.
The major effects of operating the baseline engine at a mixture
ratio of 6.6 are higher turbine inlet temperaturea:'dlower delivered specific
impulse. The lower specific impulse causes a slightly higher total propel]ant
flow rate, but the higher mixture ratio still results in a net decreased fuel
flow and increasedoxidizer flow over that of the baseline engine. The higher
turbine inlet temperature is the result of this lower fuel flow and the higher
chamber combustiontemperature. In this case, then, there is less turbine
drive fluid available, but the higher temperaturerepresentsa more energetic
drive fluid. The lower fuel flow also results in reduced fuel circuit pres-
sure drops, thus reducing the required fuel pump dischargepressure. The
oxidizer pump discharge pressure on the other hand is higher because of the
increased oxygen flow. Since the fuel pump always required proportionally
more horsepowerthan the oxidized pump, the net effect is less total required
pump horsepower. The combination of lower turbine pressure ratio and fuel
flow and higher turbine inlet temperature and lower requiredpump horsepower
results in a surplus of availableturbine horsepower. This surplus power is
eliminatedby increasingthe turbine bypass to 23% (i.e., reducing flow
through the turbine to 77% of the total fuel flow).
C. COMPONENT DESIGN ANALYSIS
Layouts of the thrust chamber asse,i)ly,and the igniter, injector,and
chamber were prepared. In ad_ tion, external views of the pumping systems and
system valves were drawn to show distensionsand to assist in developingthe
engine layouc.
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Vl, C, ComponentDesign Analysis (cont.)
This section also contains a discussion of the engine operational
sequence,along with the control system narrative.
I. Thrust Chamber Assembl_v
: The overall thrust chamber assembly layout is shown in Figure 54.
The engine is head-end giml_alledand the gimbal is mounted above the igniter.
The cylindricalthrust mount structure is machined from stainless steel and
) bolted to the injectoron the outboard side.
A chamber structuralthroat support is required because of the
thin-walled,small diameter throat and the unusuallylong chamber and nozzle.
To meet this requirement,a conical support structure surroundsthe entire
chamber to provide a load path for gimbal, start transient,or vibration-
induced loads from the nozzle. A secondary function of the conical support
structure is to provide for a convenient means of attachmentfor the other
engine components. The support structure is attached to the forward and aft
Cres 304L manifolds by electron beam welding. Openings in the cone provide
easy access to component attachment points, as well as lower system weight.
The nozzle is radiation-cooledfrom an area ratio of 23:1 to the
exit (E = 400:1) and boited to the chamber aft manifold. FS-85 columbium with
a silicidecoating has been selected as the nozzle extensionmaterial because
of its high temperaturecapability. This material has been used recentlyat
ALRC for the OME radiaticn-coolednozzle. Detailed design studies should
assess the merits of C-103 columbiumwhich is easier to weld although it does
not have the temperaturecapability of FS-85.
2. I_niter, Injectorjand Chamber Design
The integratedigniter/injector/chamberdesign layout is shown in
Figure 55.
The injector is designed to accept an igniterwhich is similar to
that used on the IntegratedThruster Assembly (ContractNAS 3-15850) and
Extended TemperatureRange Thruster Investigation(ContractNAS 3-16775) pro-
grams (References20 and 35, respectively). The igniter incorporatesa radial
platelet injectorwhich is also a laminate of 304L stainlesssteel platel_ts.
Ignitionoccurs in an oxygen-richcore (MR 40) to ensure rellability. The
igniter combustionchamber is made of nickel alloy and is slotted on its outer
diameter to provide for regenerativecooling with hydrogen. At the converging
section of the igniter nozzle, the oxygen-richcore and hydrogen coolant mix
and react, entering the chamber at an overall mixture ratio of 6.0. The
igniter nozzle is made of nickel alloy and electron-beam-weldedto the injec-
tor body. Nickel alloy is also used for the spark electrode, and stainless
steel is used for the electrodehousing. The electrode and the ceramic insu-
lator are sealc_lto the housingwith flexible metal "0" rings, as this design
representsa significant improvementover earlier ceramic seal designs.
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Vl, C, C_nponentDesign Analysis (cont.)
The injectormust satisfy two importantcriteria. To attain the
required cycle life and power balance, the injectormust maintain a cool run-
ning face and a controlled heat flux to the chamber wa11. In addition, excel-
lent vapo"izztionand mixing efficiency are required to achieve the maximum
energy re'_ease fficiency ([RE). The preliminaryinjector design shown in
Figure 55 is intended to satisfy these requirB_lents.
The injector design utilizes coaxial swirl elB1_entsas this type
of element has an extensive uperating history with GH2/LO2 propelIants
over a broad range of thrust and chamber pressures. As a result of the pack-
aging constraint imposedby the small chamber diameter, there are only six
coaxial elements;consequently,tileigniter is designed to act as a seventh
element. The mass flowrate is divided evenly among the coaxial elements and
the igniter.
Combustion is expected to occur close to the injector face,
because the hydrogen at 281.7°K (47°F) is injected as a gas and the LO2
immediatelyflashes into a gas upon injection. If subsequent design analyses
should indica_.ethat injector face cooling is necessary to llmetthe requireci
cycle life, a platelet stack could easily be incorporatedinto the face
assenl)lyto provide the necessary cooling. It is anticipatedthat regenera-
tive cooling of the injectorface, coupled with discrete fuel film cooling,
would ,)rovidethe _nostreliablemethod of ensuring face integrity. The regen-
erativ,_ cooling would be acc_nplishedby the GH2 flowing through photoetched
passageswithin the platelet stack and in the annuli around the oxidizer
tubes. Fuel film-coolingwould occur through bleed orifices in the face. The
extremely accurate photoetchedflow control passages would assure uniform flow
across the entire injector face. The platelet stack would be a laminate of
304L stainless steel which, in turn, would be brazed to a stainless steel
stro_jback. Should better thermal propertiesbe required,OFHC could be sub-
stituted with or:lythe gas-side platelet being stainless steel.
It is anticipatedthat the injector face assen_ly does not have to
be physicallyattached to the injector element oxidizer posts; therefore,the
injector face plate is electron-beam-weldedat its outer l_eripheryand near
the center of the injectorbody. If subsequentstress analysis should reveal
the need for additionalsL_pport,the face plate could be brazed to the oxi-
dizer posts. The fuel manifold is fanned when the injector face plate is
welded to the injector body (which is also 304L stainless steel), since the
manlfold cavity is machined fr_n the face-side of the body.
Uniform propellant mass distribution is necessaryto prevent hot
streaks fr_;_occurrlng on the chamL_r wal]; consequently,the fuel inlet torus
surroundingthe injector body is designed for constant flow velocity to assure
llO
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uniform fuel distribution into the fuel manifold. Fuel is fed from the inlet
torus to the manifold through six equally spaced feed holes located circumfer-
entially in the injector body. The six feed holes are positioned midway
between the six coaxial elements. The fuel manifold has sufficient size to
"+ provide uniform fuel distribution to the six coaxial elements.
Preliminary dimensions of the injection elen_nts are as follows:
o Ox Tube ID = 0.213 cm (0.084 in.)
° Ox Tube OD/Fuel Annulus ID = 0.318 cm (0.125 in.)
° Fuel Annulus OD = 0.51 cm (0.20 in.)
The oxidizer torus is machined from the face-side of the injector/
igniter interface. A metering plate with 24 equally spaced metering holes (12
holes each in 2 rows) is b_azed to the injector/ignlterinterface to enclose
the oxidizer torus. The resultingassembly is then electron-beam-weldedat
its center and at its periphery to the injector body, thereby forming the
oxidizer manifold. The oxidizer manifold is fed from the metering plate, pro-
viding uniformmass distributionto the oxidizer swirl platelet stack which is
located just upstream of the oxidizer tubes.
The oxidizer tubes, recessed approximately0.178 cm (0.070 in.)
from the face, are held concentricallywithin the fuel dischargeorifice by
four small tabs integralwith the tubes. The tubes can either be integral
with the injectorbody or brazed into the injector body, as both methods have
been used in previous applications. Nickel tube tip inserts are brazed to the
304L oxidizer tubes, since nickel has a higher thermal conductivity,thus pro-
viding a high then_almargin at the tube tip. In addition,the nickel inserts
will be free-floatingon the chamber end to prevent thermal stress.
The LO2 enters the injectoroxidizer tubes tangentially,forming
a hollow cone spray with a 30° half-angle as it exits fr_n the tube into the
surroundingGII2. The tangentialflow of the oxidizer is establishedby the
swirl platelet stack brazed to the upstream side of the injectorbody. The
stack is ,ilaminate of 304L stainless steel platelets.
The injector assembly is electron-beam-weldedto the chamber, with
the ign,terbolting to the injector at the injector/igniterinterface.
The chamber, illustratedin Figure 55, is a milled-slot,single-
pass design. The chamber contour is comprised of a 3.68 cm (1.45 in.) ID cyl-
indricalsection, 13 cm (5.10 in.) long, which converges at a 30° half-ang_,e
to a throat dia,_ter of 2.03 on (0.800 in.). From the throat, the contour
+' diverges along a 90% bell nozzle profile to an area ratio of 23:1, located
III
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5.25 cm (2.069 in.) below the throat. The hydrogen coolant enters the chalilber
at the 23:1 area ratio and flows toward the forward end along an axial dis-
tance of 20.5 cm (8.069 in.). Uniform coolant distributionis necessary
within the chamber; therefore,the chamber inlet manifold is designed for con-
stanL flow velocity. The coolant collects in a manifold outboard of tllecool-
ing channels and exits radially into the chamber outlet manifold, The chamber
contractionratio of 3.3 is the same as that of the IntegratedThruster Design
(ITA),Reference 20. It was selected on the basis of both the perfonllanceand
heat transfer requirementsdiscussed in Section IV,A of this report.
Zirconiumcopper was selected as the material for the gas-side
uall because of tilerequire_entfor high conductivity and high strength
throughoutthe cycle life. The inlet manifold flange and the outlet manifold :
at the aft and forward ends of the chamber, respectively,are ,_ladeof Cres
304L. These manlfolds are designed to be brazed directly to tlleslotted
zirconiumcopper chamber. Both braze joints are on cylindrical surfaces to
facilitateasse1_ly and to assure sound braze joints, Cres 304L was selected
for the manifolds primarilybecause of its excellent electron-beam-welding
(EB) char_cteristi:s. All subsequent EB-welds are made to either of these two
manifolds.
The thrust cha_her contains 43 equally spaced coolant slots which
are machined into the b,_cks_,!eot the zirconium copper liner. To pemnit a
cylindrical (ratherthan conical) braze joint at the aft end of the chamber,
the first coolant slot of approximately1.91 cm (0.75 in.) length is fabri-
cated by the electrical dischargemachining method. The coolant slots are
closed out with electroformedcopper and nickel. Initially,tileslots are
closed out with 0.0254 to 0.0508 c_ (0.010 to 0.020 in.) thlck copper. This
copper layer prevents hydrogenet_t_rittlementof the 0,2_ to 0.305 cm (O.IlO to
O.1_tlin.) thick structuraln_ckel wall which is subsequentlyadded. N_ weld-
inu or brazlng to the electrofon_ednickel is required, thereby ._w_Idlngthe
possibil_tyof blisteringor cracking the electrofon1_ed_fickel.
3. Rotating MachineryDesign
Operating conditionsfor the turboalternator,fuel pump, electric
motor, a_l oxidizerpump were determined for the mixed expJnder/turbo-
alterv_atorcycle engine. The operating conditions,within tileassumed design
limits,dictate a four-stagehydrogen pump and an alternatorwith a rated
power of approximately4.5 Kw (6 hp) both of which are driven by a single
stage 13% partial-admission,axial-flow gas turbi_le. Acceptablecol_ponent
efflcienc_esare achievable at a limiting shaft speL_io_ about 200,000 RPM.
Th,:oxidiz_,rpump, driven by the electric motor, has two stages and also
achieves practicalefficiency levels at the minimum NPSll-maximumsuction
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VI, C, Component Design Analysis (cont.)
specific speed limits established in the study. Baseline pumpoperating
characteristics are shown in Table XVI, and the pump drtve characteristics are
shown in Table XVII. The electric power to drive the oxidizer pump is
generated by an alternator that is powered by the fuel turbopump hydrogen gas
' turbine. The cycle and pump drive selections dictate fuel tu_oopump operation
at some multiple of the oxidizer pomp speed.
Maximum design speed for the oxidizer pump is 47,755 RPH. It is
set by the maximumsuction specific speed ltmtt of 580.9 RPM (m3/sec)l/2/
m3/4 (30,000RPM GPMI/2/ft3/4)with a minimum NPSH of 0.61 m (2 ft), and
a thermodynamicsuppressionhead (TL_H)of 1.22 m (4 ft). Maximum allowable
design speed fer the fuel turbopump-alternatoris 200,000 RPM. This is set by
the maximum rolling contact bearing DN value of 2 x 106 (mm x RPM) and the
minimum bearing size of 10 mm. Suction specific speed is not limiting if the
potentialof the hydrogen thermodynamicsuppressionhead is assumed at a
temperatureof 21°K (37.8°R). The design operating speed of 191,320 RPM is
predicatedon four times oxygen pump speed (plus slip differences)for the
fuel turbopump-alternatorassembly.The hydrogen pump speed was selected after
evaluating its effect upon component efficiencies,sizes, number of pump
stages, and alternatorrotor stress and shaft bending critical speed. The
operating speed selectionresults in high effj{cienciesand practical sizes
while avoidingthe bearing DN limit of 2 x 10o mm x RPM. The resultingoper-
ating conditionsyield a fuel pump efficiency of approximately46% and an
oxidizer pump efficiencyof 50%, as shown in Table XVI and Figure 56.
External views of the hydrogen turbopump and alternator assembly
and the oxygen pump and AC motor assembly are shown in Figures 57 and 58,
respectively. The hydrogen pump and turbine weigh 2.7 kg (6.1 lb), and the
alternatorweighs 2.U kg (4.3 lb). The oxygen pump and AC motor assembly
weighs 4.7 kg (10.4 Ib).
Estimates for "off-design"head-capacitycharacteristicsof the
multistagedhydrogen and oxygen pumps are shown in Figures 59 and 60, respec-
tively. Estimates for "off-design"pump-head loss due to cavitationas a
function of suction specific speed is plotted on Figure 61. The slope of the
curve is based upon empirical data. The assumed loss is based upon a 5% head
loss at design maximum suction specific speed.
The turbine drive required a 1.472 pressure ratio at the maximum
available hydrogen flowrates (0.14 Ib/sec). Efficiency is estimated at 62%
for a 13% partial-admlssion,axial-flowturbine. The turbine performance
curve is shown in Figure 62.
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TABLE XVI. - BASELINE PUMP OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
(S.I. UNITS)
PUMPS DIMENSIONS FUEl. OXIDIZER
Stages 4 2
Net PositiveSuctionHead m 4.57 0.61
: SuctionSpecificSpeed (rpm)(m3/sec)I/2 351 581
(m)3/4
Vapor Pressure atm 1.22 1.02
ThermodynamicSupressionHead arm 8.84 0.272
Shaft Speed rpm 191,320 47,755
Total DischargePressure arm 64.9 43.5
Total Head Rise (Stage) m %09 (2377) 385 (192)
Capacity m3/sec g.gl x I0"4 3.66 x 10-4
SpecificSpeed rpm{m3/sec)I/2 17.66 17.67
(Basedon Stage Head)
(m)3/4
Efficiency % 45.8 50.3
Shaft Power KW 13.87 3.13
l_pellerDiameter cm 2.18 2.49
(ENGLISHUNITS)
Stages 4 2
Net PositiveSuction ft 15 2.0
r x g_/2i/2SuctionSpecific Speed _j_n...... 18,114 30,000
ft3/4
Vapor Pressure psia 18 15
ThermodynamicSuppressionHead ft l,lO 4
Shaft Speed rpm 191,320 47,755
Tota| DischargePressure osla 950 640
Total Head Rise (Stage) ft 31,196 (7799) 1,262 (631)
Capacity g_l 15.7 5.8
Specific Speed r__E_,xqpm1/2 012 g13
(Basedon Stage _ad) ft3/4
Efficiency _ 45.8 50.3
Shaft Horser--er" hp 18.6 4.24
ImpelIer Diameter in. 0.86 0.98
#
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TABLEXVII.- BASELINEPUMPDRIVEOPERATINGCHARACTERISTICS_
(S.I. UNITS)
DRIVE DIMENSIONS GAS TURBINE ELECTRIC MOTOR
Stages 1
G_s GH2
Shaft Power KW 18.87 3.97
Gas Weight Flow (Max) kg/sec .0635
Gas Inlet Total Temperature °C/°K 32.2/305.6
Gas Inlet Total Pressure atm 58.8
Pressure Ratio --- 1.472
Shaft Speed rpm 191,320
Efficlency % 62 80
Admission % 13
Rotor Diameter cm 3.89
Blade Height cm 0.40
Alternator Efficiency % go
(ENGLISH UNITS)
Stages I
Gas GH2
Shaft Power hp 25.3 5.33
Gas Weight Flow (Max) Ib/sec 0.14
Gas Inlet Total Temperature °F/°R go/5so
Gas Inlet Total Pressure psia 865
Pressure Ratio 1.472
Shaft Speed rpm 191,320
Efficiency % 62 80
' Admission % 13
: Rotor Diameter in. 1.53 ,
4
_: Blade Height in. 0.157
Alternator Efficiency % go
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Vl, C, C_1_ponentDesign Analysis (cont.) ;
4. Controls System Design
The primary objective of the control systems design analysis
effort during this phase of the engine study was to provide envelope and flow
: port sizing data for the valves and to define the basic engine operational
sequence.
' A definitionof the engine system valve "_cationsand nomenclature
is given in Figure 63. Prior to engine operation, the fuel and oxidizer pro-
pellant lines must be ourged to ensure that no moisture or condensiblegases
are present in the engine system. The lines and components required for the
engine purge and relief system and the igniter system should be determined
during Future _m)redetailed engine system design efforts.
After the engine is purged, it is chilled down and the operating
sequence is initiated. The sequencewhich follows assumes that the engine
prevalves (valves (_) and (_)) are open and the engine is chilled and bled-in
to the pump discharge valves.
° Close fuel turbine bypass valve (_).
o _._ilfuel pump discharge and engine fuel shutoff valves(_)andi
° [nergize engine igniter system.
o Open_O 2 pump discharge and engine LO2 shutoff va!ves(_)
and (.Z)"
As the fuel pump speed increases,the fuel pump alternator
output is controlled to increase the oxidizer pump motor
speed at a specified ramp rate, and the fuel turbine bypass
valve _) is shuttled to the nominal operating position.
"_ Engine steady-statemixture ratio is controlledby sensing
fuel and oxidizer system mass flowrates. This input is com-
pared to set-pointparameters,and the error signal is pro-
cessed b.ythe controller to adjust the fuel turbine bypass
valve (3) position and the power input to the LO2 pump
drive motor.
i
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Vl, C, Component Design Analysis (cont.)
• To terminate engine operation,the valves are actuated in the
fo11owlng sequence:
o Close engine LO2 shutoff valve C)
o Close LO2 pump discharge valve (_
° Close engine fuel shutoff valve _)
o Close fuel pump discharge valve (_
o Open fuel turbine bypass valve _)
o De-energizeengine igniter system
If engine restart is not scheduledwithin a specified period of
time, the fuel and LO2 prevalves are also closed.
To prevent excessive pressure rise as the engine system warms up
after shutdown,_pressurereliefprovisionscan.be designed into the pump dis-
charge valves 4C4)and _ and the prevalves C_) and (._, or relief valves can
be added to the system.
Based on the relativelysmall engine size and moderate operating
pressures, it is assumed that the engine valves will be solenoid-operated.
The tradeoff is solenoid weight versus the size and weight of a pneumatic
actuation system which would probably have to be quite large to supply gas
during the anticipatedmultiple restarts for the intendedmission. This
assumptionshould be reevaluatedif it is later determinedthat actuation gas
could be supplied by the vehicle tank pressurizationsystem. It should be
noted that power input to the solenoids can be minimized by reducing the
applied voltage (i.e., from 28 VDC to 10 VDC) after a valve has been opened,
or by using mechanical latching solenoids.
The preliminaryvalve flow port sizing was calculatedon the basis
of the predictedflowrates and pressure drops from the engine pressure sche-
dule, (Table XIV) and the cycle power balance data (Table XV). The resultant.
valve flow port sizing and equivalentsharp edge orifice diameters (ESEOD) are
presented in Table XVIII.
Based on a review of valve vendor literature,it was determined
that the coaxial solenoid poppet valve configurationis desirable in terms of
compact envelope size, high reliability,and cycle life. As a result, this
configurationwas chosen for the engine pump dischargeand shutoff v_ es. The
approximateenvelope dimensions for the fuel and LO2 pump discharge at,
engine shutoff valves are shown in Figure 64. It is anticipatedthat opening
response requir_lentsfor these v_;ves wili not be critical because they will
be opened during the start transient while system pressures are relatively
1,,w. The valves are spring-loadedand will fail-safe to the normally closed
position.
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TABLE XVIII. ENGINE VALVE FLOW PORT SIZING
Flow
Port ESEOD*
Dia. CD = .65
VaI ve T_y__e cm___(in_.) cm _i n_.)
Fuel Pump Discharge Shutoff Coaxial Solenoid .95 (3/8) .66 (.26)
Valve
Engine Fuel Shutoff Valve Coaxial Solenoid .95 (3/8) .66 (.26)
LO2 Pump Discharge Coaxial Solenoid 1.27 (I/2) .91 (.36)
Shutoff Valve
Engine LO2 Shutoff Coaxial Solenoid 1.27 (I/2) .91 (.36)
Valve
Fuel Turbine Bypass Poppet-Control .64 (I/4) .25 (.I0)
Valve
Fuel Prevalve Balanced Poppet 1.27 (I/2) 1.17 (.46)
or Gate
LO2 Prevalve Balanced Poppet 1.91 (3/4) 1.45 (.57)
or Gate
*EquivalentSharp Edged Orifice Diameter
/
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Vl, C, Component Design Analysis (cont.)
The fuel turbine bypass valve is a poppet type control valve with -:
the same overall dimensionsas the engine shutoff valves.
: Considerationwas given to utilizing the coaxial configurationfor
the prevalves;however, a coaxial solenoid valve with a 1.45 cm (.57 in.) ES-
EOD would result in a heavy solenoid when the necessarynumber of ampere turns
are wound on the larger valve diameter. Therefore,a balanced poppet or gate
solenoid valve was selected for this location. Approximatevalve envelope
dimensionsfor the fuel and LO2 prevalvesare shown in Figure 65.
D. PARAMETRICDATA UPDATE
Based upon the results of the preliminarydesign, the engine parametric
data were updated and generated over a nozzle area ratio range fr_n 200 to
I000:i.
As shown in Table XIX, in some cases, the individualcomponent weights
exhibited significantdifferences from the preliminaryestimates. However,
the total engine weight remained about the same. Changes to the envelope
calculationswere minor, and the performance is the same as presentedfor the
conceptualaralysis. Therefore, all the parametricdata presented in Section
V,C are valid.
The parametricperformance,weight, and envelope data are sun_arized in
Figures 66, 67, 68, and 69 as a function of thrust and nozzle area ratio at
the baseline chamber pressure of 34 atm (500 psia). At this chamber pressure,
engines at thrust levels of 890 N (200 Ib) or less are not feasible to cool
within the study guidelines.
Figure 66 shows that performance gains beyond an area ratio of 400:1
are relativelysmall, but that significant increases in the 200:1 to 400:1
range can be obtained.
The engine weight data shown in Figure 67 was generated by inputting
the new baselinecomponent weights in the engine model weight sealing
equations.
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TABLE Z_X. - CURRENT VS INITIAL ENGINE WEIGHT STATEMENT
, CURRENT I^, CURRENTINITIAL (I)COMPONENT ESTIMATE, ESTIMATE_j ESTIMATION
_ RC_RIPTION kg_ _[Ib__s)__, k_ _ l_b_s_.... BASIS
i-
I. High Pressure Lines 0.50 (1 1) 0.50 (1.1) (1) ' I
I'2. Valves and Actuators 1.86 (4 I) 5.53 (1P.2) (2)
I
3. Injector 0.54 (I 2) 1.04 (2.3) (2)
4. Chamber 0,86 (I 9) 1.86 (4.1) (zj
5. Rad,-CooledNozzle 3.22 (7 I) 2,77 (6.1) (2)
6. Igniter 2.04 (4 5) 1.72 (3._) (2)
7. Regen-Cooled_ozzle 0.77 (l 7) 2.36 (5.2) (2)
8. Gimbal and Actuato_ Sys 0.9I (2.0) 1.77 (3.9) (2)
9. Engine Controller 5.44 (12.0) 5.44 (12.0) (1)
I0. Miscellaneous 5.72 (12.6) 5.72 (12.6) (I)
If. Low Pressure Lines 0.14 (.3) 0.59 (1.3) (2)
12. Fuel Pump 3,49 (7.7) 1.72 (3.8) (2)
13. Ox Pump 2.45 (5.4) 0.68 (1.5) (2)
14. Turbine Assembly 4.B5 (10.7) 1.04 (2.3) (2)
15. A.C. Motor 2.63 (5.R) 4.04 (8,9) (2)
16. Al_ernator 2.27 (5,0) 1.95 (4.3) (2)
17. Total Engine Weight 37.7 (83.1) 38.7 (85.4) _2)
(1)Computermodel scaling of historical designs and data
(2)Based upon preliminary design results
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SECTION VII
CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
The conclusionsand recommendationsderived from the results of this
A,
• - study are summarized in Table XX and discussed herein_
p
Hydrogen regenerativelycooled 02/H2 engines provide the largest
feasiblethrust and chamber pressure ranges with use of conventionalcooling
methods and criteria. These engines are also applicableto a large number of
system concepts and pump-fed systems as the availabilityof heated hydrogen
for a turbine drive _-'luiamakes them relativelyeasy to power balance.
Film-cooledsystems are only applicable in high-thrust (i.e., >4.45 KN
(1000 IbF) and low chamber pressure operating regions. The film-cooling
losses as well as the low operating chamber presJuresmake these engines
unattractive.
Methane regenerativelycooled 02/CH4 engines provide a large, feas-
ible operatingthrust and chamber pressure regime. To avoid the two-phase '
region, the coolant jacket outlet pressuremust be held above the critical
pressure (i.e., 45.4 atm (667 psia)) of CH4. This limit_ the number of sys- i
ternconcepts for which methane appears attractive.
RP-I regenerativelycooled 02/RP-I systems are feasible for cooling 1
over small ranges providedthat measures are taken to reduce the coolant temp-
erature rise and purified RP-I with a high coking temperatureis assumed.
This limitationis changed if a carbon deposit is assumed, With a carbon
deposit,the total thrust and chamber pressure range was found to be feasible
to cool. Experimentaldata findings do not currently support the carbon
depositioncorrelationsfound in the literature. Therefore,further evidence
of the benefitsof carbon must be obtained before this design approach can be
rec_nmended.
Pump-fed 02/H2, hydrogen regenerativelycooled engines are the
highest-performingsystem candidates. Their high performance occurs not only
because of the high theoretical performanceof the propellantcombination
itself,but also because operation at high chamber pressures are feasible.
Operationat low thrusts and high chamber pressuresmake these engines the
lightest and shortest concepts. In the length-limitedShJttle Orbiter appli-
catiot_,the length advantage peculiar tu this system could be very important.
It is rec_nmendedthat component technology programs be initiatedon a
low-thrust02/H2, pump-fedhydrogen regenerativelycooled engine. These
technologiesare discussed in the next section of this report, In addition,
advanced cooling studies and evaluationsshould be conducted to remove the
restrictionsimposed by current design criteria, manufacturingtechniques,and
cooling configurations.
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TABLE XX. - CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS _
° Viable Concepts with ConventionalCooling Methods i.
o i
: 02/H2, H2 Regen-Cooled - Largest F & Pc Ranges
_' 02/H2, H2 Film-Cooled - Small, Low Performance Range
° 02/CH4, CH4 Regen-Cooled - Maintain CH4 above Critical I'
o Advanced Conlant Schemes and Concepts are Requiredfor 02/RP-I,
RP-1 Cooled Engines.
° Carbon DepositionAssumption Creates a Major Impact on the
Study Results.
o Pump-Fed 02/H2 Regen-CooledEngines are the Highest Performance
Option.
° Pump-Fed 02/H2 Regen-CooledEngines Have the Largest F & Pc
Feasible Design Ranges.
° 02/H2 Pump-Fed,Regen-CooledEngine Component Critical Technology
Programs Should be Initiatedto:
° Reduce Risk
° Verify Power Balance
° Verify Performance
° Advanced Cooling Design ExperimentalEvaluationsShould oe
Conducted to Permit Lower Thrust and Higher Chamber Pressure
Designs.
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SECTION VIII
TECHNOLOGY ITEMS
During the course of this study, recomnwendationsfor an advanced tech-
, nology program which would enhance the low-thrustengine concepts or general
." technologiesrequired to improve design and analysis techniqueswere identi-
; fied.
_ " These engine technologies,depicted on Figure 70, cover every major
engine ccm_ponent.The major technology items identifiedare also sumarized
in Table XXI and ,_iscussedbriefly herein.
If the rec_imendedpump-fed system is ultimately selected for the low-
thrust mission, de_w)nstrationsof high-efficiencypumps and gas turbines are
required. Experience and/or dat_ in the size ranges covered by this study is
either very limited or nonexistent. These turbBnachineryprograms should then
be followed by an experimeJ_taldemonstrationof the pumps and drives for the
mixed expander/turboalternatorc."cleto verify the rotating machinery system
l_erfonnanc__ and to obtain further data on system interactions.
Current turb_nachlnerydesigns are limited in speed and perfonllanceby
the use of conventionalbearings and seals. Substitutionof hydrostatic
bearings and seals offers tilepotentialof substantiallyincreasingrunning
speeds. Technolo(lystudies should be undertakento obtain experimentaldata on
the hydr_stalicbearings and seals so that the performanceand life of the
rotatinuma('hineryc_nponents can be increased.
TileirLIectorand combustion chamber are critical c_nponents in an
expander or turboalternatorcycle because the system power balance is depen-
dent upon the coolant jacket pressure drop and coolant temperaturerise. Ver-
ificationof c_oling nw_deldesign predictions is required to assure that the
selecteden.q_nt_design point chamber pressure and thrust carlbe achieved.
tlnlquech,lmberdesigns should also be evaluat_ to assess the possibil-
ity o( Incred_Ingthe coolant temperaturewhile still maintaining low coolant
pressuredrops. These tI_ermallyenhanced chamber designs would improvethe
engine coolinq margin ar_il_fe and pent,it operation at higher chanlberpressure
or provide ,,,,repower I)alancemargin.
AIIImugh much work has been acc_nplished in past II/Otorch igniter pro-
grains,data should be ubtained for this pressure-diametersize range. Long
life ar,d rellable ignitlonand restart capabilitymust be denw)nstratedfor
this applicatlon.
The data base on hlgh area ratlo (400:1 or greater) nozzle perfomance
is very s_,all. A test Frogr,_mshould be conducted with small hardware to
verily the perton,_a:Ice predictions. Oi l_artlcular concern are the boundary
layer and l_llletJC IOSS evall,atlnns.
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TABLEXXI. - MAJORTECHNOLOGYITEMS
PUMPSANODAIVES
° Demonstrate the Performnce of LOWSpectftc Speed, Htgh Head Rtse. Low-Flow.
. , Hultt-Stage Centrifuge1 Pumps
° Expertmentmlly Vertfy the Performnce of _11. Low-Flow. Hydrogen Pmrtlal
AUmtsston Gas Turbtnes
e
° Conduct a Design and O_tlonstratlon Program on ramps and Ortve$ for the Mixed
Expander/Turboalternator Cycle
° Evaluate the use of Hydrostatic barlngs and Seals In the Turbomchtflery
Destgn, to Increase Ltfe& Perforlunce
,
° THRUSTCH/UQERASSEHBLY
o Expertmntal_y Verify the Forecasted Injector/Chamber Performance for use tn
an Expander Cycle
° Evaluate Ther_11y EnhancedHigh.Flux Chambers to Extend Life, Operating
Capabt1t ty and Cooltng Nergl n
° Evaluate and Delonstrate High.Altitude lgHItton and Restart ?
o PERFORMANCE
o Experimentally Vertfy Htgh Area Ratto Nozzlr. P_-r¢omance
(Boundary Layer &Ktnettc Losses)
° EL_GIN[ ASSENBLY
° Conduct a Potnt Deslgn Engtne Optimization Study tO Ortve Out Design and
Technolog,y Issues
o Performance
Ltfe
° Rtsk
o Power
° Evaluate Methods to Achieve Thrust and O/F Control and Optimtze the Control System
" COOLING
° Exl_rtmLntally Evaluat.e Single-Channel Flow Stability for Changing Area
Channels wtth Heat Addttlon
" Develop a Flow Stabtl ;ty Computer Ncdel that Slmlates the Chamber Designs
° Evaluate TxO-Phase and Transition from Two-Phase to Single.Phase Flow on
Heat Transfer
o Assess Significance of Nucleate Bolllng wtth Subcrtttcal Cryogens
" Vertfy the LtClutd Ftlm C,_ollng Nndel Extension to Htgher Ltquto Entratnmnt
Rates and Account for Boundary Layer Development
(1.e., Short Ltqutd Ftlm)
o Obtatn Ftlm Cooling Oeta for Dense Super_rlttral and Near Crtttcal Coolants
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VIII, Technology Items (cont.)
The engine design should be carried to the next logical iterationor
point design phase to further optimize the engine design, drive out additional
technology issues, and evaluate component performance. Pump leakage and
recirculationflows should be establishedso that the overalI efficiencycan
be determined. This should be undertaken in conjunction with the cooling
evaluations so that the turbine bypass flow requirementscan be defined and
the feasibilityof the cycle power balance and design point can be estab-
lished. The control system and controller requirementsmust be defined, and
the best method to achieve mixture ratio control with a mixed expander/
turboalternator cycle should be determined.
The successfulcompletioaof the engine component technology programs
will permit entry into the engine developmentphase with high confidence.
In addition to the engine technologies,several general technologies
were identifiedin the cooling area. These technologies address shortcomings
in analyticalmodels and are listed in Table XXI.
Models which are available to predict flow instabilityare based upon
data obtained from constant diameter heated tube tests. Data should be
obtained with specimens simulatinga real chamber configurationand then
incorporatedinto the computermodels.
A film boiling model should be incorporatedand checked out in engine
regenerativecooling design correlations.This work should include an assess-
ment of the transitionfrom two-phase to single-phaseflow. Further effort is
needed to evaluate pressure drop for two-phase flow to better prescribe pres-
sure drop predictionformulation.
Although film-cooledengines were not recommendedby this study, they
should not be ruled out for other applications.The use of available film-
cooling models to analyze the study coolants over the ranges of pressures and
engine thrusts suggests a neee for additional informationto improve the
analysis. Film-coolingdata for dense supercriticaland near-critical
coolants are needed to evaluate the models and demonstratetheir applicability
in this region. In addition,experimentalverificationof the analytical
extension of the liquid film mode to higher liquid entrainment rates is
needed. This should include accountingfor boundary layer developmentwith
short liquid films.
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